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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Th© uncertain peace In Korea and the general tension of 

the cold war have caused much speculation as to what th© future 

holds for the United States1 Economy, Opinions by both laymen 

and experts are circulating freely, and forecasts vary from ex-

treme optimism to pessimism! but whatever the opinion® being 

expressed, people are interested in hearing and reading about 

them. 

Many very important and basic factors enter into the 

over-all economy: the demand for capital and consumer goods, 

credit restrictions, interest rate®, farm production and farm 

prices, wages and salaries, export and import policies, de-

fense preparation, government spending, and others. Several 

fields of endeavor are included in these broad economic fac-

tors and no one person can know all of the answers, but as 

ideas and opinions are exchanged, everyone can make a more 

intelligent general appraisal of future conditions# Sine® 

forecasts of the future are necessary if people expect to at-

tain any substantial degree of financial success, it was 

assumed for the purpose of this study that most people do 

have an interest in finding a way to Invest their savings that 

is most beneficial to them* 

It was felt that financial analysts are a superbly 



qualified group to render opinions since one of their primary 

functions is to advise both businesses and individuals how to 

Invest their money in order to realize the most profit or the 

bast income, depending upon the specific circumstances of the 

individual case. Successfully giving investment advice re-

quires a working knowledge of the many economic factors that 

were previously mentioned as well as a thorough knowledge of 

specific investment media such as stocks and bonds; for this 

reason the financial analysts were chosen to furnish the opin-

ion® upon which this study is based. 

Purpose of This Study 

Almost everyone can use help in planning his investment 

future because investment planning take® time and thought and 

the average person today is primarily occupied with earning a 

living. Share are books written about stocks, bonds, real 

estate, investment companies, security markets, and other in-

vestment subjects? many of these books are too specialized 

for average reading, while others are detailed textbooks not 

designed for laymen. Many lay investors are not acquainted 

with the more basic and useful publications issued by certain 

brokers and similar organizations. 

Even though a person is fairly well informed on matters 

pertaining to investment media and procedures, he can benefit 

from the advice of experts if only to compare their opinions 

with his. Investment advice can often be obtained for very 

little cost and sometimes it is even free, but many people do 



not have the know-how to take advantage of this advice# This 

study will furnish the reader with general and specific in-

vestment advice as taken from questionnaires sent to a group 

of men who specialize in giving investment and financial ad-

vice — financial analysts, 

Bealiaing the need for an over-all treatment of general 

economic conditions, security markets, and investment media, 

the financial analysts were questioned as to their private 

opinions in these fields| the conclusion# presented in this 

study are based on their answers. The answers and comments 

to the questions asked these analysts do not necessarily re-

flect the official company opinions, and in several instances 

the ideas expressed were obviously in direct conflict with 

the financial interests of the firms for which the analysts 

are working. This fact, however, did not prevent fifty-six 

analysts from signing their questionnaires, a figure repre-

senting 66 per cent of the eighty-five questionnaires which 

were returned. 

Procedures Followed in the Study 

Two hundred names were chosen fro® a 1953 membership 

list of The National Federation of Financial Analysts Soci-

eties, and each member selected was sent a questionnaire, A 

copy of the letter of transmittal and a copy of the question-

naire which were sent to the analysts are in the Appendix. 

The analysts to whom questionnaire® were sent were chosen 

primarily for their leadership positions in the various analysts' 



societies and la the national Federation because this method 

of selection seemed better than random selection. When a 

particular firm was selected to be used because of its unique 

position in the securities business, the member or members of 

the firm were chosen who were officers or who held responsible 

positions in the local analysts' society. If no member of the 

firm held a leadership position in the local society or Nation-

al Federation, the name or names were chosen randomly! very-

few names, however, were selected in this manner. 

Questionnaires were sent to all of the officers of the 

National Federation including the past presidents through the 

year I9I+7. In the individual societies questionnaires were 

sent to all the officers, the most recent past presidents, 

many of the executive committees, and several of the commit-

tee chairmen. Care was taken to obtain a cross sectional 

coverage of the United States, and five questionnaires were 

sent to Ganada. To insure an adequate sampling of affilia-

tions, analyst® were chosen primarily from college faculties, 

brokerage houses, investment companies, insurance companies, 

banks, advisory services, and investment counselors. 

Analysts societies polled.—eighty-five questionnaires 

were returned at the outset of this study which represents 

1+2.5 per cent of the two hundred questionnaires sent outj 

this was an excellent return considering the responsible po-

sitions and busy schedules of the men who were polled. 

!&tble 1, page 5, is provided to show the geographical 



coverage of this study. This table lists the number of ques-

tionnaires that were sent to the members of each society, the 

number that were completed and returned, and the percentage 

returned of the questionnaires sent out. 

TABLE 1 

NUMBER OF QUESTIONNAIRES 
SENT OtfT AID RETBBHBD 

Location of the Analysts Societies questionnaires . Location of the Analysts Societies 

Sent Beturned 
Per cent 
Returned 

Boston Security Analysts Society 11 8 73 

Investment Analysts Society of Chicago 16 8 50 

Cleveland Society of Security Analysts 10 k 1*0 

Dallas Association of Investment Analysts 8 5 62 

Analysts Society of Detroit 11 k 36 

Kansas City Society of Financial Analysts 10 3 30 

Los Angeles Society of Security Analysts 12 6 50 

Montreal Institute of Investment Analysts 7 k 57 

New York Society of Security Analysts 73 25 2k 

Financial Analysts of Philadelphia 6 2 33 

Providence Society of Financial Analysts 5 2 1*0 

Richmond Society of Financial Analysts 9 1| k$ 

St. Louis Society of Financial Analysts 7 2 29 

Security Analysts of San Francisco 10 3 30 

Twin Cities Society of Security Analysts 5 g 100 

Totals 200 85 1*3 



One analyst declined to answer the questionnaire for 

reasons of professional ethics; he explained, "It would not 

be fair to ay clients, who are large and pay large fees (#5000 

minimum) for a® to put down answers for you. Better try the 

free boys#" It is quite probable that similar opinions were 

held by other analysts who declined to return the question-

naire j this is all the more reason to compliment the men who 

took the time and effort to complete and return these question-

naires • 

Affiliations of responding analysts.--The analysts were 

asked to state their primary affiliations. Their answers to 

this request are listed in the following tables 

mBLS 2 

AFFILIATIONS OF HESPGIPIfO ANALYSTS 

Affiliations lumber 

Bank analysts and trust officers . . . . 17 
Insurance analysts . . . 1 1 
Investment company analysts . . . . . . . 15 
Investment counselors . . . . . . . . . . 19 
Others I 
Banker, broker, and counselor . . . 1 
Banker, trust officer, and counselor1 
Brokers 6 
Finance officer for corporation , . 1 
Investment house economist 
Investment officer . . . . 
Investment trust analyst . 
Management consultant . . * 
Merchandising firm analyst 
Public utility analyst . . 
Railroad analyst . . . . . 
Heaearch institute analyst 
Stock exchange analyst , . 
teachers (college) . . . . 

. . . 1 

. . . 1 

. . . 1 

. . . 1 

. . . 1 
» » » 1 
. . . 1 
. . . 1 
. . . 1 
• • •«! si 

Total questionnaires used in study . . . 85 



The analysts who were polled can be classified in two 

broad categories — these who advise individuals and those 

who advise companies * lavestsient counselors, bank analysts, 

and broker® provide advice directly to individuals, while the 

insurance analysts and investment company analysts are the 

primary groups which furnish investment advice to companies* 

Nineteen investment counselors represent the largest single 

class of analysts used in this study. 4 Chicago investment 

counselor did the most complete job of filling in a question-

naire by typing approximately fifteen hundred word® of comment 

in addition to answering all the questions* Huaerous comment® 

were added by other analysts also, but none went into as much 

detail as did the Chicago investment counselor* 

Analysis on subject baala*—In the Appendix there la a 

complete item analysis of the questions asked on the question-

naire* The answers given by eighty-five analysts to each of 

the questions are listed with the percentage their answers 

represent* Using the same procedure the answers which were 

given by each affiliation were also listed* As an example, 

the first question shows that fifty-four analysts, 63*5 pe** 

cent of the eighty-five analysts polled, believe there will 

be a continuation of the cold war while all- eleven of the 

insurance analysts, 100 per cent, believe the same. In ad-

dition to this complete question analysis by affiliations, 

each question is stated in the text of the study and the total 

responses are listed* This was necessary to relieve the reader 



from having to constantly refer to the Appendix, although th© 

Appendix can be utilized beneficially by those persons who are 

interested in th© detailed analysis by affiliation. 

Although this study was designed for the benefit of both 

the people who are uninformed regarding matters of investment 

and those who are well informed, a limit had to be sat on th® 

quantity of basic background information provided for th© 

readerj each major subject has, however, been briefly intro-

duced to help make the study more profitable to the persons 

who are leas informed# At the end of each major subject, con-

clusions derived fro® the opinions and comments of the analysts 

are presented. 

Scope of the Study 

As was mentioned earlier in thia chapter, an intelligent 

appraisal of future economic condition® la necessary before 

conclusions can be reached concerning future investment poll* 

ciesj it was stated also that this appraisal of future eco* 

nomic conditions involved many component factor®# Some of 

these important factors have been dealt with in the question-

naire used in this studyj the most important, whether there 

will be war or peace, was considered first. It would, for 

instance, be foolish for anyone to plan an investment program 

before making an intelligent assumption regarding the inter-

national situation and the possibilities of war. After this 

major assumption was aade by the analysts, they were asked to 

furnish general opinions as to business prospects and th© 



general investment outlook for many years Into the future. 

the analysts were asked also to make decisions on such 

vital Issues as national debt, business debt, consumer debt, 

labor relations, and the farm problem in order to add empha-

sis to the basic assumptions and to test the ear© with which 

these first general assumptions concerning future conditions 

were made# Finally, important Investment media such as real 

estate, stocks, bonds, life insurance, and investment com-

pahles are discussed in considerable detail so the reader can 

decide the extent to which each will fit into his own Invest-

ment program. 

Limitations of this Study 

iSach of the subjects contained in the questionnaire is 

a major area of study in itself, and many books have been 

written about these diverse fields. Many of the analysts who 

did not respond to the questionnaire probably thought the 

questions were too general and broad to be answered intelli-

gently. Th» six page questionnaire caused one analyst to add 

this comment, WI am sorry for the delay in getting at this, 

but it looked so formidable that I put It aside •** Similar 

opinions were probably held by others who did not return the 

questionnaires. A financial analyst is not an expert in all 

of these fields, but as a group they are extremely well quali-

fied and possess a wealth of information. To err is human, 

however, and some of the opinions expressed will undoubtedly 

prove to be in error* 



Occasionally there appeared cloudy reasoning In the an-

swers given; for example, one Investment company analyst was 

of the opinion that good grade common stock would double in 

price during the next twenty years, but he was neither bullish 

on common stock for the next twenty-five year® nor would he 

recommend common stock as a class of investment for a twenty-

year holding* 

In designing the questionnaire it was virtually Impossi-

ble to communicate the Intended meaning of each question to 

all of the analyst®# Hie men who did contribute toward this 

study cooperated in a most gracious manner by adding numerous 

comment® and qualifications to their individual interpreta-

tions of the questions. Much of the value of this study lies 

in the comments made on the questionnaires, and these comments 

have been quoted frequently throughout this paper# Ihe many 

comments were placed in this paper where it was felt they 

would best contribute to the general interest of the work and 

also where they would emphasize majority and minority opinions. 



CHAPTER II 

GSIEJt&L ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 

The ultimate goal In investment analysis Is to find a 

source of sound Investment, but In order to reach this goal 

decisions should first be made concerning the general econom-

ic outlook for the world and for the United States# The items 

In the questionnaire were so arranged that the analysts were 

first required to make very broad forecasts about general eco-

nomic conditions; the answers to these first questions became 

the premise upon which later conclusion® were reached. 

Financial analysts are not prophets; the reader must be 

mindful that it is much easier to analyze a company for its 

financial soundness than it Is to forecast future economic 

conditions in a rapidly changing world. Without an economic 

analysis, a company analysis can b© of little value? but on 

the other hand, a person who is lacking in the ability to ana-

lyze a company can b© a successful investor if he has the in-

sight to foresee broad economic movements. 

World Conditions 

Carrying out the methodology just mentioned, the first 

question asked the analysts1 opinions as to what the present 

world conditions would evolve into* Their opinions are given 

in the following tabulation. 

1i 



.Present world conditions will eventually result In: 

Total Response® 
lumber Fer cent 

Full seal® war 8 9J4 
Continuation of cold war $k 63•> 
World peace 13 lj>«3 
!o a m m r , or comment only 10 11.8 

Of the analysts responding 63*5 p®r ®ent are of the opin-

ion that the cold war will continue for a long time; 15«3 p®r 

cent anticipate world peace, while only J?*!* per cent expect a 

full scale war* %ese percentages Indicate that it would be 

most logical for the investing public to base investment plans 

on the prospect® of an uneasy ptace with necessary government 

spending for defense purposes# 

Some analysts pointed out the difficulty in interpreting 

the word "eventually" as used in this question; others did not 

answer because they thought the question was vague• On© ana-

lyst thought the term "cold war" should be changed to ̂ adequate 

defenseB because wa weak and prosperous nation will always be 

a temptation to a potential aggressor*" 

A less optimistic comment was that the world will prob-

ably have war eventually "unless there is a Russia-China 

Internal collapse which is quite possible in tirae*tt A banker 

called attention to the "various world trouble spots," and an 

insurance man wrote that war will result wslnce that has al-

ways been historically true." One analyst thinks the cold war 

will continue and he expects "increasing international tension 

and battle for the market in the Orient" while an investment 

1© 



counselor stated we can have "world peace only if there is a 

revolution In tfuaeia." 

Outlook for Businees 

For the country to prosper, business must also prosper* 

Two questions were asked in order to sample the analysts1 at-

titudes regarding buainees prospect®. The first question was 

asked to determine short-run business possibilities. 3fee fol-

lowing break down shows the respondents * feelings about the 

outlook for business during the next five years. 

^he outlook for buslneea during the next five yea.ni iei 

Total Responses 
lumber Per cent 

Sxcellent J+ k*l 
Good 5? 67.1 
Fair IT 20.0 
Poor 3 3.5 
lo answer, or comment only b k»7 

Opinion® varied from excellent to poor, A substantial 

majority believe business will be good during the next five 

yearsj however, only I4.7 per cent expect excellent business 

conditions# 

fhe question covered a five-year period, but the comments 

provided more specific information as to the length of time 

business is expected to be relatively weak# Some of these 

comments weres "1955 will probably be a low water mark," 

"variable with the basic trend good,® "two years of sizeable 

decline then large rise to mid l^O's,1* Bnot more than approx-

imately 12 per cent decline from present levels,w "fair for 

1 * 



two years then improving to excellent," "poor for the next two 

years tout improving for the remaining three,* and Hsorae decline 

then recovery*w A Hew York college professor said the outlook 

for business is poor and he expects a "sever© depression." An 

analyst who thinks the outlook is good reminds one that Ww# 

have not eliminated business cycles and it is likely to be an 

irregular trend#® 

$h© message implied in the preceding comments is that the 

boo® has ceased to exist for the present. Business slowing 

down means there is less consumer detmand anticipated and ex-

cess inventories will force price® down. Caution should be 

exercised in making costly purchases In such things as auto-

mobiles and electrical appliances because better buys are on 

the horiaon. S?here will also b® some unemployment although 

things should not get serious since business is expected to 

be good. 

In looking at business from the long-run viewpoint, the 

analysts are considerably more optimistic a® reflected by the 

following compilation of answer® to the second question, 

The outlook for business during the lifetime of today *s 

twenty-five year old college graduate is: 

Total Responses 
lumber Per cent 

Excellent 3i* {*0.0 
Good 4.1 48«2 
Fair k*7 
Poor 

lo answer, or comment only 6 7*1 

A few analysts took exception to this question and would 

11, 



not try to "guess" the future outlook. It is difficult to 

understand how any Investor can make intelligent decisions 

without making long-range forecasts, these forecasts must, 

however, be subject to revisions when necessary* 

One analyst checked all the choices and said of the col-

lege man, "If ha doesnft experience all four conditions, he 

will probably die at an early ag©«tt This opinion la more hu-

morous than helpful since all long periods of tirae are char-

acterized by a secular trend even though there are periodic 

ups and downs. It is unlikely that the I4O per cent of the 

analysts who think business will be excellent over the life-

time period do not expect the college man to witness period® 

of poor business* On# analyst expressed this attitude when 

he emphasised the continued presence of business cycles, but 

he stated the general trend would be good because "population 

growth and many other factor® too numerous to mention should 

b© reflected in a continued upward trend in gross national 

product *" Another analyst also had business cycles in mind 

when he qualified his opinion of good business ahead with a 

statement "there will be continuing expansion, but at periodic 

intervals an overexpanded condition will probably cause down 

swings.* 

An analyst who thinks the business outlook only fair 

stated flwe will be socialised." The thought of socialisation 

is commonly dreided yet only on® of eighty-five analysts is of 

the opinion that it will occur. 



A I«w fork professor who things the short-rum prospect# 

for buoiness are poor expects over a lifetime *##v«r« depree-

sIons as ia til® past." Another analyst qualified M s answer 

b#«au#0 of "war possibilities" but !s® a&ted, ̂ Population and 

resources *44 up to aoo4#w 

Outlook for Inves taient 

The analysts were next asked to take a fore cut ting plunge. 

'£bm willi»@a«# of most of them to take a plunge it indie*ted 
% 

in ti» following question and responses. 

Please tndteate whether m ££& 

£ M usit issaSz-xisft ws.t m 

Ceaaoa stockt Bullish 

m MrnlM mm 

Xotal Hesponges 
dumber Per cent 

stock; 

2I**1 estate: 

Bonds: 

So answer 

Bullish 
Bearish 
lo answer 

Bullish 
Bearish 
Ho answer 

Bullish 
Bearish 
Ho answer 

|0 ** 

? 
18 
3S 
29 

$5 

26 

IT 

29 

91 #8 
*e 

6*2 

21.2 
14*7 
3U*1 

k*i 
30.6 

20*0 
(.9 

It is extraordinary that 91#8 per cent of these analysts, 

whose views differed widely on wany of the questions, should 

be bullish on eoosum stock for the next twenty-five years. 

None are bearish* Complete optimism in the future of the 

United States is reflected by this bullish outlook for eoiaoon 

•took. 

16 



Investors should take not© that approximately three 

fourth# of the analysts are either bearish on preferred stock 

and bonds or they did not state a choice. She general bul-

lishness on equities (ownership investmenta) resulted from 

the long-run expectations of good business conditions without 

a war and the expected trend of inflation. 

That 6l|.7 per cent of the analysts are bullish on real 

estate is remarkable in view of the present inflated real 

estate market. The views expressed by the analysts in the 

section of the questionnaire on real estate are not, however, 

quite as optimistic as their answers to this question would 

lead one to believe. 

'.There are separate chapters in this study on bonds and 

preferred stocks, common stocks, and real estate. In each 

chapter these various investment media are analyzed in con-

siderable detail* 

Prospect of Inflation 

In view of the expectations of the analysts concerning 

good business during the next few years, it is interesting to 

note their attitudes regarding inflation over this same period 

as reflected in their answers to this next question# 

What do you anticipate during the next two to five years ? 

Total Responses 
Number Per cent 

Inflation 12 llj.l 
Stable prlees $2 61,2 
Deflation 17 20.0 
No answer, or comment only l|. 4.7 

1 .7 



The answers to the last question seem to Indicate that 

the next five years will bring a period of stable prises or 

mild deflation. Moderate inflation is expected near the end 

of the five-year period as indicated by such comments ass 

"deflation then inflation again," "moderately lower," "defla-

tion then some inflation," "deflation for the next two years 

then stable to slow recovery," "deflation for one or two, more 

years? inflation after two years," and "stable prices for two 

years with mild inflation thereafter#" A New York Stock Ex-

change member believes Inflation will continue even during 

the next few years because, "except for interruptions, we have 

had Inflation in our economy for many, many decades." A Mew 

Xork analyst blames unions and politics for continued infla-

tion with this comment, "Barring a war there will be moderate 

upward pressures du® to annual wage increases forced on the 

economy by the unions and our realistic or non-economic 'solu-

tion®' for our economic surpluses." Terms such as "modest" 

and "mild" were used to describe the inflation that is expected 

by llj.l per cent of the analysts to continue from the present 

time. 

Sixty-one per cent of the respondents chose stable prices 

and 20 per cent chose deflation as the prospects for the next 

few years| this should serve as a warning for investors not to 

take a flyer in common stocks or real estate hoping for a fast 

profit. 

The long-term forecast of inflation presents an entirely 

n O 



total fiesponsea 
lumber Per cent 

6k 75.3 
11 12.9 
1 1.2 
9 10.6 

different picture a® ahown by the following tabulation of an-

swers to the next question# 

What do you anticipate during the next five to twenty-

five vear» ? 

Inflation 
Stable prices 
Deflation 

Mo answer, or coaaaent only 

fhe long-term expectations are distinctly Inflationary 

although none of the analyst® expect a severe inflation. Many 

of them qualified their answers by using such word® as %od« 

©it" and "creeping" inflation. One of the eleven analysts 

who believe stable price© will prevail wrote, "To ae, stable 

prices over such a period must represent a higher standard of 

living with many individual prices lower# War would of course 

inflate.w An investment counselor from Montreal, Canada thinks 

there will be "stable prices followed by deflation unless w® 

have World War III.8 The one man who forecast deflation made 

no comment* She usual reason given by those who did not an-

swer this question was that the period is too long for such a 

forecast, 

Ihe long-run inflation predicted by 75.3 p w cent Is on© 

reason for the bullish attitude toward common stock® and the 

bearish attitude toward bond®. Ihe investor must seek to pro-

tect the purchasing power of his investment® and this can be 

accomplished only by buying something which will increase in 

value to offset the inflation. 



Because it Is commonly recognized today that the govern-

ment has rather broad fiscal powers, the analysts were asked 

whether they thought the government could use these power# to 

control inflation and deflation. Their thinking is represen-

ted by the following figures# 

The. government could effectively use it© power to check 

serious Inflation* 
Total responses 

lumber Per cent 

Zee 70 82.4 
Ho 11 12,9 
lo answer, or comment only k 4*7 

The government could effectively use its power to check 

deflation* 
Total Besponse® 
lumber Per cent 

Yes 61 71*8 
Jfo 18 21.2 
No answer, or ccraaent only 6 7*0 

She opinion held by 8 2 p e r cent of the analysts is that 

the government can cheek inflation, but the comraents indicate 

a belief that it will not do so. Seventy-two per cent think 

the government could check deflation, and the predominate o-

pinion is that the government will do all in its power to stop 

deflation when it begins. 

There was more hedging on the question of deflation be* 

cause as one analyst stated, this power is "not yet proven.H 

Another wrote that "on the down side hysteria sometimes will 

develop*®" A Kansas City insurance man compares inflation and 

deflation with this statement, "Inflation is easier to control 



than deflation if the government is willing, lost governments 

are not really willing to do what is necessary to control in-

flation# 

A Richmond insurance analyst voiced a similar opinion: 

So government has the guts to stop inflation. All 
governments (and ours more so) are dishonest. They love 
inflation Just like a dope addict loves dope. Sovern-
aents are hopeless. 

If the government can stop inflation but will not, it 

must follow that the government thinks inflation is desirable 

and necessary. The analysts* opinions a® to the necessity of 

inflation follow. 

1$. alight year-by~year inflation necessary for continu-

ing. proaperlty in this country? 

Total Response® 
lumber Per cent 

Xea 1? 20.0 
Mo 55 6U«7 

Mo answer, or comment only 13 15»3 

Most of the analysts believe inflation it not necessary 

for prosperity but that inflation will probably continue. One 

analyst summarized th® group opinion when he commented that 

the government oould "but wouldn*tw check inflation, but it 

"will" use its power to check deflation. In giving reasons 

why the government will not check inflation terms ®ueh as po-

litical pressures,N "politics would dominate judgment,and 

"lacking political courage® appeared frequently. One analyst 

wrote, "Government powers would be a deterrent to either ser-

ious inflation or deflation but such powers are not sufficient 
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to cop© with inflation of European variety or a depression of 

tli# 193® class •* 

•An investment company analyst, who thinks the government 

could cheek both deflation and inflation, mad© an assumption 

that the government is "intelligent enough and can divorce it-

self enough from passing political considerations." On# man 

stated that the government "can in part check inflation pro-

vided its forces are not too sever# 

A representative statement regarding the necessity of 

inflation was "gradual Inflation is not necessary for contin-

uing prosperity hut we will continue to have gradual infla-

tion." A New York investment banker can b© quoted, "Slight 

inflation perhaps is helpful but not absolutely necessary.w 

A Kansas City trust officer replied, "If we have a sen-

sible administration in Washington, and-can avoid war, 1 see 

no reason for serious concern about inflation during the next -

few years»" Another trust officer generously commented; 

Personally I don't think inflation is necessary, 
but politically I think it is inescapable. The farmer 
demand® some form of subsidatlon, so does labor. Infla-
tion 1® the easy answer. I think the administration is 
committed to stable prices and so I don't look for much 
change in the Immediate future. 

On© analyst believes, "National unions force wages up 

faster than the gain in national productivity"; another thinks, 

H$he government (either party) lacks the courage to hold to 

sound money." Two of the analysts showed concern? one, with 

the thought, "Unchecked Inflation will seriously affect the 

enterprise system as w# now understand itBf and the other with 



the statement, "Further inflation is the greatest danger to 

our country, except for war." 

An investment counselor gives the government credit be-

cause : 

With good sense in government, past inflation forces 
have largely spent themselves and can be controlled within 
reason. However, a renewed liberal government could start 
the spiral going again# 

A broker and investment counselor from Los Angeles re-

sponded with this comment: 

Theoretically, the desirable thing would be stabil-
ity rather than inflation or deflation. Practically, 
you never have an even balance. You will have periods 
of deflation fro® time to time but inflation will dominate 
over the long-run. 

An investment company analyst commented? 

If labor and pressure group®, including farmers, 
would allow modest deflation, things would soon adjustj 
but politicians will not wait for natural processes OP 
serious conditions before taking action. Witness 19$3-» 

'£he lew York insurance man who mad® the following comment 

is against inflation in principle: 

It is politically difficult to check serious infla-
tion and it is even more difficult politically to get 
away from the theory that slight yearly inflation is good. 
Both must b© don®, however, otherwise collapse will be 
the ultimate result. There can be no such thing as con-
trolled inflation. 

A Chicago investment counselor, who did the most complete 

job of all the eighty-five analysts in filling out his ques-

tionnaire, had this to sayJ 

She government theoretically can check serious de-
flation or Inflation but politics never will allow the 
theory to work. 1 don11 know how long man ha® been on 
the face of the earth, but we tend to believe that in 
the last twenty years w© have found the economic answers 



that no other generation ever could# So long as man lis 
a human being the inflationary and deflationary cycles 
will prevail In varying degrees# The Russian government 
has the most absolute power of any government and 1 do 
not believe there is any Indication they have been able 
to legislate away the cycles. We rarely know the mis-
takes of the present until the future, but I believe our 
mistake in this period is our reliance on the ability of 
the government controls to do something they have never 
done before. Our recovery from the 1929-33 period would 
have been much faster with less government. 

On© Los Angiles Insurance analyst does not think infla-

tion is necessary: 

Inflation or deflation is concerned with monetary 
matters* Relating strictly to monetary matters the an-
swer to the two questions on the government *s power to 
check inflation or deflation Is yes* $he answer to the 
question of inflation being necessary is no, although an 
increase in the money supply Is required as business vol-
ume increases {and vice versa). Prosperity in terms of 
volume of physical production is not necessarily connec-
ted with any of these questions* 

k lew York broker, banker, investment counselor, and col-

umnist commented on the popularity of inflations 

No one wants to cheek gradual inflation* It is the 
line of least resistance* X expect Inflation to be a 
gradual 2-3 per cant a year* The treasury Department, 
labor, business — they all like it that way. 

national, Business, and Consumer Debt 

In the questionnaire there then followed a series of 

questions on debt to sound out the analysts' opinions of the 

effect of this vital factor on the economy* i'hree question® 

concerning the national debt and the answer® to them follow* 

Does the national debt threaten our solvency? 

Total Responses 
lumber ?er cent 

Yes 15 17.7 
Ho 62 72*9 
Ho answer, or comment only 8 9**4 
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Is It desirable to liquidate this debt gradually? 

Total Hesponses 
lumber Far cent 

lea 63 Tk*l 
No 14 16 • 5 

lo answer, or comment only o 9,4 

ffill the national debt be substantially reduced In the 

next twenty-five years? 
2fetal ftesponses 

Number Per cent 
Yes $ 5.9 
Mo 68 80.0 
Ho answer, or comment only 12 1I4.I 

Seventy-three per cent of the analysts believe that the 

national debt does not threaten our solvency. They think it 

would be desirable to liquidate this debt gradually, but that 

the debt will not be reduced substantially during the next 

twenty-five years. 

Some of the analysts who did not think the national debt 

is threatening qualified their answers with statements like: 

"yes, ultimately,n Mno, but eventually ye@,w w»o, not now, but 

how much greater it could get ia highly debatable," and "no, 

but what It is spent for might,tt 

A Minneapolis investment trust analyst said, Expanding 

needs by population increase and higher standards of living 

require financing. War requires more•" A New York analyst 

thinks this debt is ultimately threatening; he observed that 

it takes a large portion of our national income to service the 

national, state, and local debts. Another thinks the debt is 

somewhat threatening; he said, "Certainly Britain and France 
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are not better off because of their debt, nor ar© we, but I 

believe we will live with our debt just as they have In the 

past," Those who think we should liquidate this debt gradu-

ally commented "orderly fiscal procedure is desirable," it is 

"desirable but not politically feasible,n and it should b© 

done "in time of prosperity only," Many who said the debt 

would not be reduced substantially Indicated they hoped they 

were wrong and that it would be reduced* 

The fourth debt question was asked to find out whether 

in the opinion of the analysts business had expanded beyond 

safe levels through the medium of credit, The findings are 

given below. 

Do you regard corporate long-term debt as threatening? 

Total Responses 
Number Per cent 

Yes 9 10.6 
Ho 73 05.9 
No answer, or comment only 3 3.5 

The large number of negative answers indicates that busi-

ness in general has grown since World War IX through other 

means than debt,, and it is generally known that this era was 

characterized by a general business policy of retaining earn-

ings. This policy will prove favorable to the economy in that 

business can now weather a temporary rescession without seri-

ous consequences to its finances* 

There is a feeling among the 85.9 per cent who do not be-

lieve the present corporate debt is threatening that it does 

carry a potential threat to the economy. One respondent said, 



"For some companies or industries like public utilities, the 

debt is too high," but he added that this can he avoided be-

cause Mbu®in«ss expansion should be financed, where possible, 

by an Increase in equity capital." A Los Angeles investment 

company analyst regards all classes of debt as potentially 

threatening because as he commented, "Under present conditions 

the debt is not too serious, but it could be if conditions 

change•" 

!£he next debt question tested the analysts' beliefs in 

the relationship between prosperity and business debt. 

following compilation shows the beliefs. 

Can prosperity continue without this debt increasing? 

Total Responses 
lumber Per cent 

Yes 65 76.5 
Ho 15 17.6 
lo answer, or comment only $ $«9 

Three fourths of the analysts believe prosperity can con-

tinue without corporations going further into debt which would 

imply that business expansion would have to be financed prima-

rily through the sale of stock and from retained earning®. 

Zha questionnaire included three questions about the im-

portant question of consumer debt, 'fbese questions with the 

number of replies follow. 

Has conauaer debt reached serious proportions? 
Total Response® 
24umber Per cent 

Yes 28 32*9 
No £5 &*•? 
Mo answer, or comment only 2 2 #4 



Would you encourage an Increase in this debt at 

Total fiegponses 
lumber Per cent 

fee k 1|»7 
No 76 89.4 
No answer, or comment only 5 5*9 

Would you re commend a curtailment of this debt at prosent? 

Total -Responses 
lumber Per cent 

•£©s 35 i|1.2 
io 5| 51.8 

No answer, or comment only 0 7.0 

Although only 32*9 per cent agree that present consumer 

debt is serious, 89.I1 per cent would not ear© to have It In-

creased, and jLj.1.2 per cent recommend that the debt be reduced. 

The answers Indicate that consumer debt has reached a level 

where it will bear close watching especially since the next 

few years may bring slight deflation and unemployment, A man 

from Dallas, Texas does not think this consumer debt dangerous 

unless it becomes larger in proportion to the national produc-

tion: 

Consumer debt is high only on absolute terms, not 
relative to gross national product, however. This puts 
the monkey on Uncle Sam1® back to keep GIF at a high rate. 
The situation Is better described as potentially serious 
and potentially dangerous. 

A lew York investment company analyst think® the amount 

of debt should be commensurate with the need for it at a par-

ticular times 

While I could neither encourage an increase nor re-
commend a curtailment of consumer debt at the present 
time, 1 feel that it should increase or decrease depend-
ing upon the need at any particular moment, the general 
business outlook, and also the need to maintain a steady 
business picture through consumer financing. 



On® analyst mould allow consumer debt to exist in proper* 

tion to consumer income as he wrote, "Increases in consumer 

debt should not Increase relatively faster than increases in 

consumer income.11 

The last question was asked in order to sum up the feel-

ing® of the analysts on the over-all debt situation# The sum 

up show® these feelings. 

la the nation in danger because of the over-all debt? 

Total Responses 
lumber Per cent 

Yes lk 16.5 
lo 60 70.6 
Ho answer, or comment only 11 12.9 

Seventy-one per cent are apparently not ssriously con-

cerned about the over-all debt situation. A Providence trust 

officer believes the condition of the debt depends upon the 

attitude of the peoples 

Debt becomes a problem when people become afraid of 
themselves and of the future. I have faith that this 
country can maintain its strength, grow and work itself 
out of its debts. With respect to debt, however, 1 have 
much more faith in individuals and corporations than in 
the government. 

Several others observed that debt is relative to other 

factor® such as income and productivity, which are the deter-

mining factors. An Investment counselor introduced a thought 

that is sometimes referred to as the "compensatory budget" 

theoryj that is, to cut all debt during period# of prosperity 

and extend credit freely during deflationary periodst 

National debt should certainly be run down in peri-
od® of boo© even If it has to be increased during times 
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of slow business. Corporate debt is not dangerous now, 
but is about at the maximum safe level. The same is 
probably true of consumer debt* 

An investment counselor has noticed that people and gov-

ernments seldom worry about debt until adverse condition# are 

present which make it difficult to pay the debt: 

D#bt is only saf« so long as the national•income 1® 
high. Debt must be repaid and refinanced; although that 
la easy today, it becomes difficult if not impossible 
under adverse business conditions that always prtvail 
eventually, Unfortunately debt Is rarely moderated be-
fore that eventuality* 

An insurance analyst suggests the possibility of a per-

petual debt! 

Consumer debt and business debt will take care of 
themselves through the natural brake of lending institu-
tions* there Is no similar brake on national debt. It 
will never be paid and will eventually b® funded into 
perpetual®« 

If should be brought to the reader's attention that there 

Is very little mathematical difference between a long-term 

debt of fifty or sixty years and a debt financed into perpe-

tuity such as the British have don® In a perpetual bond — the 

British consols. 

Labor Situation 

Wages represent a substantial cost In most businesses, 

and this cost must be covered In the sal© price of the prod-

uct if the firm is to make a profit. To the extent that wages 

are increased in greater proportion than the productivity of 

the workers Is increased, price levels will rise which Is an 

Inflationary factor. This ratio of wage® to productivity is 



just one economic aspect of wages, but it alone should suffice 

to justify a real1tIon that the labor situation is worthy of 

discussion, 

The following three questions and answers indicate the 
r 

analysts' general feeling regarding the labor situation# 

the present labor situation las 
Total Response® 

lumber Per cent 

Satisfactory 3$ 1*1* *7 
Unsatisfactory 25 29.1* 
Dangerous to our economy 14 16.5 
So answer, or comment only 0 9J4 

What would you recommend for the Taft-Hartley Act? 

Total Responses 
Number Per cent 

No change ll* 16.5 
Modification 62 72.9 
Repeal 2 2 .I* 
lo answer, or comment only 7 8*2 

The present caliber of union leadership is: 

Total lesponses 
Number Per cent 

Excellent -
Good 11 12.9 
Satisfactory 16 IS#8 
Fair 31 36.1+ 
Poor 20 23 «5 
No answer, or comment only 8 9*4 

The labor situation appears satisfactory to 1*1*.7 per cent 

of the analysts, but to 1*5*9 per cent the situation is unsat-

isfactory and eyen dangerous. Oyer 75 per cent are not satis-

fled with the Taft-Hartley Act as it now stands but only 2,1* 

per cent want to repeal the act. It would follow from the an-

swers to the first and third questions that most of the 72.9 
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per cent who recommend modification of the act would make it 

more severe on labor unions than the act now is. There ap-

pears to be a growing fear of the scop® and power of national 

unions and ©specially union leaders* 

The only comment that deals directly with the labor act 

was made by an insurance analyst who wrote# 

fhe T~H Act is in reality not an issue in the labor 
problem# Imphasis should be put on responsibility ©f 
union leadership and a program to persuade tabor that they 
are a partner in capitalistic enterprise# 

lost of the blame for the present labor situation is 

placed on the union leaders. An investment trust analyst com* 

mented, "Political aims of leaders are too great* f£hey should 

be prevented from using union membership funds for political 

activity.11 On© analyst wrote that union leadership mas now 

"fair to poor but improving," and another also gave credit to 

labor leaders for improving but added "there i® surely room 

for further growth in statesmanship and responsibility." One 

analyst thought the union leadership was good "except for the 

ambitious falter Keuther," and an Investment company analyst 

in a more emphatic statement said, "Bad union leadership must 

goI Unions must respect contracts and constitutional rights 

of its members and the public." "Development of more intel-

ligent and more ethical union leadership is most essential to 

our economic welfare»" was the statement of a trust officer. 

An insurance analyst replied, "'Unregulated monopoly is unde-

sirable whether in business or labor. Strict regulation of 

labor leadership is a desirable modification of the T-H Act." 



An Investment counselor blames management for its own 

plight in his statement, "I believe in the rights of labor to 

organize, I believe that poor management is the cause of 

many bad labor leaders#" An investment company analyst lashes 

at union leaderships 

Labor in my opinion is being mislead and misinformed 
by irresponsible labor leaders# Shea* leaders have de-
veloped a program of violent opposition to factors that 
are favorable to the public at large in favor of a short 
sighted program designed to keep labor restless© and dis-
content . 

A Lea Angeles investment counselor ©alls for "stricter 

regulation of unions for the protection of the working man as 

well as for the good of our national economy/' Another invest-

ment counselor too want® more regulation? 

Industry wide strikes constitute a monopoly against 
the country as a whole, the individual company i® not 
hurt one bit more by strike against It alone# Thus in-
dustry wide strike® must com© under the anti-trust law#. 
The quicker wage rates adjust to changed'business condi-
tions, the sooner the problems will be solved, but this 
adjustment is contrary to the political Interests of the 
union leadership. However, union leadership is good and 
is improving. 

A statement by a railroad analyst was, "Onions must come 

under anti-trust laws. Their monopoly • . • must be elimin-

ated even as monopoly of industry was eliminated.* Another 

observed that "labor has swung to a position of over-emphasla 

as did management twenty-five to fifty years ago. Labor will 

probably swing back toward the middle ground." A trust offi-

cer biases both labor and management and suggests a compromise: 

Labor leaders constantly have to ask for something 
otherwise they have no following* This is OK because it 
keeps management on Its toes. Management has exploited 



labor In the past and would do so again if It had the 
chance I fear. Labor, lidewise, if it had its way would 
try to exploit companies unless checked, A happy balance 
is desirable and in the best interests of everyone. 

Farm Problem 

Few political question® war© mora widely discussed at the 

time of this study than the farm problem* Should the farmer 

be made to compete in a market of almost pure competition while 

labor has a union from which to bargain and manufacturers have 

protective tariffs to help them obtain higher prices? Or must 

prices be supported by the government at such a high level to 

cause overproduction of farm products while, at the same time, 

the food prices are out of the consumers' roaehf Surely there 

must be a solution to the far® problem, and finding a solution 

is necessary because farm income represents a substantial por-

tion of the national income* What happens to the farmers* in-

vestments will greatly influence what happens to the vast non 

farming public^ investments. 

Although the analysts were asked only two questions about 

the farm problem, these questions were expected to bring forth 

enough comment to reveal the analysts1 opinions toward govern-

ment controls. The two questions with the answers brought 

forth are given below* 

To control prices do you favor government regulation of 

farm production? Total Responses 
Number Per cent 

Yes 29 3k*l 
No 4l 48*2 
No answer, or comment only 1$ 17*7 
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Total Besponeea 
Number • I*©!1 cent 

Ye® 35 if 1.2 
Ho 36 1+2,3 

Mo answer, or comment only llj 16,5 

The first question was asked to determine opinion® a® to 

the necessity of production control if the government Is to 

control prices | many of the no antwers, apparently, were giTen 

not In anewer to this question but were given as a negative 

anawer agalnat controls in general. Several did not amw&r 

the questions stating that the farm question was out of their 

field. Two opinions expressed by those against government 

controls were: WI am not in favor of government support pro-

grama on general principles#w "Farm prices should he allowed 

to seek their own level* Why try to repeal the law of supply 

and demand?" Another wrote, "There seems to me to be no more 

reason to support farm price® than there la to guarantee in-

dustry profits#1* A broker thinks that the "present farm pro* 

gram Is one of the greatest threats to our economy"} and an 

investment officer added, "There Is no basic reason why the 

agriculture industry should be subsidised." A public utility 

analyst takes a more lenient view and think® that the support 

program 1® "better than none for the time being, but long-

range policy should be to eliminate support program® except 

as protection against disaster#H A Hichmond stock broker in 

a similar statement wroteJ 

I would prefer gradual relaxation of government 
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control of prices and regulation of production, iork to-
ward use of government aid In emergencies only rather 
than a year-1n and year»out factor la all important farm 
commodities. 

An insurance analyst gave this comment 03a the control of 

farm productions 

If you support prices you must control production# 
A more flexible price support program should be followed 
to prevent disaster but not guarantee prosperity to any 
single phase of the economy# 

An investment company analyst agreed that "control of in* 

dividual farm prices requires production control" but he also 

stated, "stabilisation of the general price level does not," 

Several think that for one reason or another farm control® are 

necessary at the present time# One analyst remarked, "Free 

markets are best in the long-run but they are not practicable 

now# I would prefer support levels much lower than 90 per 

cent of parity*" A broker thinks supports are a "political 

necessity," while a trust officer who looks at farm controls 

as a ®ort of necessary evil had this to say: 

Up here one year we had potatoes cosing out our ears 
because the government supported prices but failed to 
curb production effectively. That was bad* There must 
be some control of production if prices are supported, 
I don't like government support of farm prices but I do 
feel that it is necessary so long as labor is getting 
its demands. If the farmer took too much of a licking, 
the rest of the economy would feel the results and suf-
fer as much or more than it suffers under the present 
support program. 

An investment counselor takes a similar position! 

We all hate to admit It, and many seem dissatisfied 
with the principles and morals of the farm program but 
some assistance seems necessary and the present support 
program will have to do until a better one is devised. 
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A Chicago investment counselor think® the farmers need 

assistance but h® Is not so sure that government help is the 

best solution: 

If politics could be kept out of a regulated farm 
production program then it might prove favorable* try-
ing to support prices at current levels will only hurt 
farmer and consumer in the end* I believe the farmers 
should set up their own program such as the California 
fruit growers do* Price and production controls are 
another ease where it's wonderful in theory but miser-
able in practice. Political pressure and politicians 
just won't let them operate for the overall good of 
everyone. It lsn*t any sore right for the government to 
support farm price® than it is for them to support the 
Dow Jones Averages at 300 or some such level, I¥ankly I 
believe a government price support program for the stock 
market would do more good for the economy than support-
ing farm products, but both idea® are utterly ridiculous 
and highly improper# 

Conclusions 

The opinions of the analysts regarding general world eon-* 

ditions can probably be summarised as qualified optimisms the 

economy 1® expected, however, to experience some decline in 

production mostly as a result of the cessation of hostilities 

in Korea, but this decline is not expected to be severe* 

Barring a full-scale war, the long-range expectations for 

the country are excellent, and the analyst® recommend invest-

ing on thi® basis although they cautioned that any investment 

program must be watched carefully and modified to meet chang-

ing times* 

The long-run prosperity is expected to be accompanied by 

a moderate inflation* Because the inflation is not, in the 

analyst®' opinion, a necessary prerequisite for prosperity, 
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It would seem that placing money Into circulation relatively 

faster than @sods and service® are provided is not needed as 

an incentive for production of these goods and services. 

The national and consumer debts are considered slightly 

more serious than business debtj this is not because of their 

present high levels, however, but because of their potential 

threat# A substantial decline In national production caused 

by post Korean far adjustment, or for some other reason, would 

create a burden on the country. The solution as implied by 

the answers to the questions 1® to keep all debt level.® from 

Increasing faster than the national product and the national 

income increases# 

Overwhelming agreement exists among the analyst© that the 

corporate debt Is not at a dangerous level# Corporations are 

apparently more prudent In their financial management than is 

either the government or the public# 

There is a general belief that the labor situation can 

stand Improvement, but there are differences in the degree 

of change thought necessary. The feeling is rather strong 

against union leadership, but not against labor Itself# The 

analysts feel that there should at least be as much control 

over the scope of activities of a labor union as there is over 

a company or an industry. It is gratifying to note that not 

one analyst said the labor situation is getting worse, while 

several analysts indicated an improvement In the labor aitua-

tlon. Ihis statement, however, is mitigated considerably when 
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It is also rioted that 16*5 p®*1 cent of the analysts polled 

think the labor situation has already reached the danger point# 

The analysts as a class do not appear very enthusiastic 

about government control of either farm prices or of fara pro-

duction; many, however, look upon theae controls as a situation 

that has to be suffered and, therefore, why not make the beet 

of it* there seems to be sympathy for the farmers' problem, 

but i|2#3 per cent of the analysts do not think the present 

price support program la the answer to their problem. Very 

few analysts indicated a favorable attitude toward government 

controls in principle, and even more analysts would appear to 

place considerable faith in the curing effect of a government 

hands-off policy. 
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SECURITY MARKETS 

A portion of the questionnaire was devoted to obtaining 

the opinion© of investment analysts as to the ethical conduct 

of the people who are responsible to the public for the sale 

of securities. The public i® still somewhat fearful that the 

abusive practices of the late twenties still exist in the se-

curity market when actually the entire security business had 

a complete and thorough house cleaning since that time, The 

question today is, however, whether the long post-war boom 

has caused some elements of the securities business to again 

get careless and lax in their responsibilities to the public. 

Fairness to the Small Investor 

The following question was included in the study to de-

termine the degree of fairness investors are apt to encounter 

when buying and selling various types of stocks and bonds. 

The tabulated replies indicate the analysts1 thinking about 

the fairness Investors receive. 

Does the small lnvestor pay and receive a fair price 

when trading ini 
Total Responses 
Number Per cent 

Government bonds Yes 63 7^*1 
No 3 3 
No answer 19 22 
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Number Per cent 

Unlisted bonds Yes k9 57.7 
and utilities Ho 7 8*2 

So answer 29 3i|.l 

Mutual funds fes 1*6 5U-1 
Mo is 17.7 
lo answer 24 28.2 

Listed stocks Yes 59 6?.U 
No h 4.7 
So answer 22 25.9 

Other unlisted Yes 39 1+5.9 
stocks lo 10 .11.8 

No answer 36 42.3 

It was expected that a large number of analysts would 

state that trading in government "bonds and listed stocks is 

completely fair, and, as expected, 74.1 per cent did say that 

government bond# ar© traded fairly? 69*1+ per cent feel the 

sane about lifted stocks# It was surprising to find that the 

number of men who think there is fair trading in government 

bonds was as little as 71**1 per cent. Only 3 #5 per cent of 

the analysts are of the opinion that government bond trading 

is unfairj 22 .i| per cent did not answer the question* It is 

apparent from the comments on the question of fairness that 

most of the men who did not answer yes or no believe the an-

swer is generally yes provided the trading is don© with a 

reputable firm. 

Many of the analysts who answered yea to the question of 

fairness also indicated that their answers were based upon an 

assumption that the trading is done with a reliable company, 

especially with reference to unlisted securities. Apparently 



there are more exceptions to fair trading principles in the 

area of unlisted stocks because only kS*9 P©r cent of the ana-

lysts think the unlisted stock market is fair to the small 

investor; 11.8 per cent think it is not; and 1*2.3 per cent of 

the analysts did not answer this part of the question* 

The 17.7 per cent of analysts who do not think mutual 

funds are traded fairly are of this opinion mostly because of 

the high commissions charged for the purchase of mutual fund 

stocks* 

After questioning the fairness of trading the various in-

vestment media, a similar question, given below with the an-

swers, was asked to determine the ethical standard® maintained 

by different classes of security dealers. The Securities and 

Jcacchange Commission was also included in this question. 

Are high ethical standards invariably followed by each 

of the following in carrying out their responsibilities to 

the public? 

S.E.C. 

Mutual funds 

Listed markets 

Total Besponses 
Number Per cent 

lee 56 65.9 
lo 6 7.0 
Ho answer 23 27.1 

les 56 65.9 
Mo 7 8.2 
Mo answer 22 25.9 

Yes kk 
™T"T 

51.8 
No 13 15.3 
No answer 28 32.9 

Yes 58 68.2 
lo 5 5.9 
I© answer 22 25.9 



Number . Per cent 

Small wire houses Xe» 38 Ml*? 
Io 10 11.8 
Mo answer 37 4-3*5 

Over-the-counter Yea 25 29.I4 
market Io 20 23.5 

Io answer 1*0 i+7 *1 

The word "invariably" in this quettlon caused frequent 

comment* Three analysts went so far as to check no for every 

answer on the assumption that "invariably" there is an exctp* 

tion# In answer to their comment let it b® said that a strong 

word had to be used in this question? otherwise all answers 

would most likely have been yes. 

The part of this question pertaining to the Securities 

and Jtxeh&nge Commission was to serve as a yardstick with which 

to measure the other part® of the same question because it was 

felt that most of the analysts would be of the opinion that 

the Securities and Exchange Commission would invariably carry 

out it® responsibilities to the public in an ethical manner. 

It was surprising to have only 65.9 ptr cent answer the ques-

tion as expected. That 27*1 per cent did not check an answer 

to the question about the Securities and Ixehang© Commission 

can be attributed primarily to the fact that the analyst® feel 

invariably there is an exception* The large wire house® and 

the listed markets received a high vote of confidence along 

with the Securities and Exchange Commission. 

The number of analysts expressing confidence in the eth-

ical standards of these organization® drops to 51.8 per cent 
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for mutual funds, to 1*1+# 1 per cent for saall wire houses, and 

to only 29*h per cent for the over-the-counter market* Such 

percentage® should serve as a warning to Investors? they must 

take great care, for Instance, when buying unlisted securities 

from small wire houses unless thoroughly acquainted with the 

reputation of the firms gelling the securities. The importance 

of prudently choosing a dealer and a market is further evi-

denced by the following comments: "depends on the organiza-

tion," "yes and no," M%s, usually/ "with exceptions#
M njes, 

in most eases,n and nvaries from house to house,a 

The foregoing discussion answers and comment® indicate 

that not one of the elements of the security market is abso-

lutely immune from unethical dealings and that the "excep-

tional cases" become more and more numerous among the smaller 

houses, mutual funds, and in the over-the-counter market* Mo 

added comments were made on mutual funds, but since 15>«3 per 

eent of the analysts do not believe mutual funds operate in 

an ethical manner and 32#9 per cent failed to answer this por-

tion of the question, it appear® that this area of the market 

also bears close watching. 

Many companies operating in the security market might do 

well to seriously ponder the doubt expreseed by the analysts 

as to their ethical dealings. 

It has been stated that 23.5 per cent of the analysts do 

not think the over-the-counter market Is operated in an eth-

ical manner# 'Ihe next question was asked to determine the 

extent to which analysts would go to recommend centralisation 
u. 



of the over-the-counter market. Their answers below indicate 

their feelings about centralization. 

Would you favor coneolMating all over-the-counter trad-

ing in a few lar/ge, auction type, regional exchanges? 

Total Beaponaes 
lumber Per cent 

Yes 11 12,9 
lo 51 6o#o 
Mo answer, or comment only 23 27*1 

It appears that only 13 per cent of the analysts are in 

favor of consolidating all over-the-counter trading in a few 

large, auction type, regional exchanges. On© comment in sup-

port of a negative answer was: 

2he SEC has already restricted our markets too much 
as is# This restraining factor, added to taxing our for-
mer intelligent investment class (corporation officials, 
owner® of inherited wealth, etc*} has dried up our mar-
kets completely and resulted in wider swinge — both ups 
and down® — than in pre SIC days. 

About having regional exchanges one analyst wrote he does 

not "think this is possible," and another wrote he does not 

favor a consolidated market but he does "favor a l^easury bill 

for full disclosures of facts#" 

. A merchandising firm analyst expressed this opinion of a 

regional exchange for over-the-counter trading! 

Auction markets are effective only if a substantial 
spontaneous demand exists. If demand must be created, 
merchandising is essential and merchandising and auction 
markets are hard to combine. 

The first two questions discussed in this chapter estab-

lished that caution must be exercised In buying and selling 

securities. The following question investigates the sources 
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of reliable investment advice# 2he answers Indicate the ad-

vise sources these analysts would recommend to an Investor* 

To whom would you refer the inexperienced Investor for 

general Investment advice? 
Total Response# 

Number ?®r cent 

Broker 33) 
Banker 31) 
Security salesmen 1I4J ?5«3 
Advisory services 3U) 

No answer, or comment only 21 2k*7 

Almost all of the choices were considered about equally 

except that of security salesmen? their position of selling 

securities would make It more difficult for the® to give im-

partial advice even though as salesmen they were completely 

honest# Often salesmen are not too well informed about the 

broad Investment factors, and a trust officer commented, "This 

1© a real problem. Inexperienced investors can easily get in 

the clutches of unscrupulous salesmen." An Insurance analyst 

presented a dim outlook for the inexperienced investor when 

h® wrote, "There is no plaoe for the inexperienced Investor 

to go." Another Is a little more optimistic and commented, 

"Only a few people in all these groups are worthy of giving 

advice." An interesting comment by an Investment counselor 

was: 
The greatest weakness of broker®, bankers, security 

salesmen, and others is their fundamental lack of true 
investment knowledge. She average small investor gets 
clipped. 

An Investment company analyst emphasised character of in-

dividuals and stated he preferred to consult "successful men 
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of good character and reputation." One analyst defined the 

larger Investor as one who can pay a higher fee and added, 

"For the larger Inexperienced investor . . . an investment 

counselor! the smaller Investor will probably get better 

treatment from his own banking connections«" A man who is 

broker, banker, and investment counselor gave this advice, 

"Ask your lawyer or banker for a competent and decent broker; 

he must have experience and integrity." Another analyst who 

leaves no outlet for the small Investor wrote, ^Broker Is not 

objective; banker is not informed; security salesman is not 

objective or informed; and advisory service is too expensive 

for the small investor"; he did, however, check advisory ser-

vices a® hi© reeoBMandation, A Richmond broker thinks that a 

"broker may be too speculative; a banker too conservative,* 

and he suggests a compromise by recommending they both b® 

consulted. 

In reviewing some of the nor© general comments, one man 

said the "great majority of all brokers are honest, but over-

the-counter houses, not being as regulated and not having 

publicity of prices, do occasionally provide for sharp deal-

ings •" 2wo analysts stressed the fact that the security bus-

iness receive© a modest return for the important service it 

renders, and an investment company analyst said that "gener-

ally speaking investment banking industry is undercompensated 

for services rendered." A Chicago Investment counselor feels 

favorably toward elements of the security market; he checked 
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yes as the answer to all the questions on ethical dealings 

and fair price and commented* 

Most people not familiar with the securities market 
have a distorted idea of the commission price charged# 
For small investors they generally average 2 or 3 
cent and rarely as high as 6 per cent (except for mutual 
funds)» I don't see how the commission is as low as it 
is or could be any lower# A prospective investor should 
carefully evaluate the ability and position of the person 
from whom he seeks advice# 

One analyst made a representative comment when he wrote 

that "trade practices and ethics vary between individual sales-

men and firms, rather than between markets**1 An investment 

banker from Providence contributed this opinions 

I think that the ethical standards are generally 
higher in the securities business than in many other pro-
fessions such as legal, etc. due in no small part to SKC 
and to self regulation of the industry, 

A trust officer reflects this same thought, "I have the 

highest respect for the integrity of such financial people 

whom I know." 

Conclusions 

There is sufficient doubt expressed by the analyst® as 

to the ethical and fair trading principles exercised by mutual 

funds and small wire houses especially when they are trading 

unlisted securities in the over-the-counter market to signal 

caution to the small and inexperienced investor. 

The investor should examine closely the reputation of a 

firm which he expects to have act as his agent, ffo do this 

the inexperienced Investor would be wise to solicit the opin-

ions of individuals who are intelligent, well informed, and 



scrupulous. Brokers, bankers, and advisory services were most 

recommended to furnish advice to the Investor* The person 

without experience in investments should perhaps begin by ask-

ing advice from his banker who could, In turn, direct him to 

a reliable and honest broker. 

It Is true that advisory services cost more than the low 

Income Investor can afford, but a very important point not 

mentioned by the analysts which Is especially pertinent to 

persons connected with a college 1® that excellent advisory 

service publication® are regularly received by most college 

libraries. "These are heartily recommended because the better 

informed an investor makes himself, the better he will recog-

nize good advice when he does receive it, and he also will be 

able to recoils# and reject poor advice. 

It is only fair in closing this chapter to stress that 

most of the negative opinions expressed by the analysts about 

the ethical conduct of the securities market refer to the ex-

ceptional cases. Generally speaking the analysts appeared to 

have a high regard for the securities business and the men 

associated with it# 
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CHAPTER I? 

LIFE INSURANCE 

Families with average incomes today appreciate the need 

of lift Insurance to provide for dependents when the wage 

earner of the family dies, iealthier persons who can afford 

to create an estate without the aid of Insurance often use it 

to. provide ready cash at the time of death to pay taxes arid 

legal expenses without having to sell investments at what may 

be an Inopportune time# 

The insurance portion of the questionnaire was devoted 

to obtaining opinion® as to what extent insurance is recom-

mended beyond the protection function# The type of insurance 

policy that furnishes protection against death only, without 

saving or Investment features, 1® term insurance* An ordinary 

life policy is the closest thing to a term policy where the 

insured can pay level premium® throughout his life# Life in-

surance policies range from term policies with protection only 

to endowment policies and annuities where the saving or In-

vestment features predominate. Many people do not realize the 

return on the investment portion of their insurance policies 

1© less than they would receive on the most conservative In-

vestment possible 'United States Saving Bonds, 

Purpose for Buying Life Insurance 

The first question was asked to determine how many of the 
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analysts recommend life insurance for other reasons than pro-

tection against death. The question with their recommenda-

tions followi 

Ms, i m M i m m St ItMiM lit*. iaswanoe for: 

Total Responses 
lumber Per cent 

Protection only 60 70.6 
Protection and investment 21 2k*7 
lot in favor of buying 
No answer, or comment only 1+ 1+.7 

Of the eighty-five analysts, 7Q#6 per cent are favorable 

to buying life insurance for protection only. Jhe answers 

given by the Insurance analysts differ considerably from the 

answers given by the other analysts. For instance, 89,5 p«r 

cent of nineteen investment counselors would buy insurance 
t 

for protection only, but only $i*#S per cent of the insurance 

analysts would buy life insurance for the protection only fea-

ture* More insurance men recommend buying insurance for other 

reasons than protection than did any other group of analysts. 

Only one insurance man, who did not check an answer, commented 

that the type of insurance purchased depends upon the individ-

ual circumstances. 

One Investment counselor would buy life insurance for 

protection only because? 
Life insurance capitalizes on the weaknesses of hu-

man beings* It offers protection in case of an untimely 
death at a price most people can*t beat. As an invest-
ment it is a guaranteed one — so long as the policy is 
kept up — but it usually has a lower investment return 
(interest rate) than government bonds. So, I do not see 
how you can call it an investment at all. 
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Another investment counselor thinks a young man should 

buy Insurance for protection only, but an older man should 

buy for protection and Investment * His coram©nt Implies that 

a young man can earn more return on his Investments than in-

surance policies offer? while an older man, however, should 

not take risks with Investments, and an Insurance policy with 

a reliable company has little or no business rl®k. An older 

person also may be in a higher Income tax bracket and the tax 

free nature of Insurance Income will be of more advantage to 

him than it would to one in a lower tax bracket# 

Types of Life Insurance Recommended 

4a a follow-up to the question on the objective for buy-

ing life insurance, a question was' asked to establish the 

broad classes of policies which the analysts recommend* Only 

a general percentage analysis, shown below, could be made of 

this question because most of th® analysts cheeked more than 

one choice. 

What type or types of life insurance would you recommend? 

Total Responses 
lumber Per cent 

Term 1*8} 
Ordinary life 4I) 
Limited pay life 6} ?8.8 
Endowment 5) 
Annuity k) 

Mo answer, or eorament only 18 21#2 

For those analysts who would buy life insurance for pro-

tection only, the only logical choices to the question would 

have been term or ordinary life policies* 2*wo obvious errors 
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were made oy insuranoe analysts. One, a He® York imuranco 

analyst would buy Insurance for* both protection and Invest-

ment, but he cheeked only the ordinary life type of policy, 

fwo, a Kansas City Insurance analyst would buy Insurance for 

protection only, but he checked the limited pay life and en-

dowment policiesj these two type® of Insurance policies con-

tain very heavy Inveataent features. 

She analyst®, including the insurance men, are overwhelm-

ingly in favor of term and ordinary life policies. An analyst 

for a research institute commenting on an annuity wrote, Wffcls 

is Insurance against life not death* It la OK in some circum-

stances but It is expensive, it has a poor return, and It is 

usually not Inflation proof.® A broker said, HI would con-

sider life Insurance for protection only, but I prefer level 

premium ordinary life to increasing premium term.H 

Referring to the more expensive policies that contain 

heavy Investment portions, another broker pointed out that, -

wThe public has been fooled into buying for investment when 

the same premium would provide much more coverage in a term 

policy." 3&e most emphatic negative opinion came, strangely 

enough, from a Kansas City insurance man who circled the Ha-

lted pay life, endowment, and annuity policies and had this 

to say about them, "Hoi It's a gyp.H 

Another insurance man generalized an opposite opinion 

by saying insurance is the ^safest of all investments for the 

protection of principal and for the inexperienced," This is 



a true statement provided there is no Inflation, resulting In 

a reduction In th« purchasing power of the Invested principal 

as has happened in the past, The general opinion regarding 

insurance and inflation is reflected In a question that was 

asked In the common stock section of th© questionnaire? In 

which medium will Investors experience th# greatest loss over 

the next twenty years? Thirty-three per cent of th© analysts 

cheeked as their answers to this question either insurance or 

both bonds and insurance? their principal reason given for 

their answers was the probable loss in purchasing power of 

invested principal due to continued inflation. 

An investment company analyst brought out an often used 

argument to justify the savings or Investment portion of a 

life Insurance policy by saying It is "good because of the 

compulsory saving angle.w This becomes a valid argument only 

if he assumes th® person In question is incapable of saving 

unless bound by a legal contract requiring a given amount be 

paid at a specified time interval# 

A eollege professor, who is also a lawyer and investment 

counselor, complained about premiums when he wrote, w!ntire 

Insurance schedules need revamping* Life insurance since 191*6 

has obsolete rate devices." 

On© analyst believes "the average individual has too much 

life insurance,n while a trust officer went to th# other ex-

treme when he wrote, "I like life insurance. I do not think 

you can have too much of it." A St. Louis university professor 
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Is also wholeheartedly In favor of life insurance and had this 

to sayJ 

Life insurance Is the very beat of all possible in-
vestments for tla© vast majority of people# Mo other 
investment should be considered until a reasonable amount 
of life insurance is purchased# 

A lew York broker, banker, and Investment counselor has 

the following opinion: 

In an Inflationary era life insurance is a neces-
sary evil needed by those who cannot otherwise provide 
protection for the family. Prestnt tax rules make it 
almost impossible to build an estate through saving. 
Life insurance is also needed to pay inheritance taxes. 

A Minneapolis trust officer recommends life insurance to 

persons in the higher tax brackets with this statement, "Life 

Insurance represents a good medium for obtaining protection, 

but unless the investor is in extremely high bracket®, other 

Investments should provide better results over the longer term. 

A rather strong stand against life insurance was taken by 

a San ftp&ncisco research institute analyst when he commented: 

The commission practice is almost totally unwarranted. 
There is poor return on yield. Insurance Is a poor Infla-
tion hedge, inhere are too many treacherous terms and 
provisions involved. Insurance is too inflexible. 

Life Insurance for a Child 

The questioning became more specific when the analysts 

were asked whether they would recommend buying life insurance 

for a child. Their recommendations are given next along with 

the question asked. 

Under what circumstances would you buy life,. Insurance for 

a child? 



Total Responses 
lumber 3?er cent 

Iducatlon policy 30) » 
Other reasons 20} >4*0 
Would not buy for a child 29 • 34*1 
Mo answer, or comment only 12 ll+*l 

Although sixty analysts previously recommended buying 

life insurance for protection only, only twenty-nine of them 

would not buy life insurance for a child. Thirty analyst® 

would buy an education policy for a child, and any insurance 

policy which furnishes an education fund aust be a policy 

containing a considerable Investment feature# Jhis is di-

rectly contradictory to purchasing life insurance only for 

protection. 

Several of the twenty analysts who indicated they would 

buy insurance Iter a child for other reasons based their opin-

ions on the desirability of starting a life insurance policy 

at an early age in order to take advantage of the favorable 

premium rate. A life insurance analyst would buy a child an 

endowment policy to enable the child to have "a start in life.* 

She only ssen recommending the purchase of life insurance 

to defray a child's burial expenses were three insurance ana-

lysts? on© of them did, however, qualify M s recommendation 

to families of low income. 

A bank analyst pointed out a primary but sometimes neg-

lected function of life insurance — protecting a family from 

the death of the wage earner* He said, HI would not buy life 

insurance on a child's life unless I was in the happy posi-

tion of having all my family needed on my own life." 



Conclusions 

It Is very doubtful whether many people would argue 

against life Insurance when It Is used for protection against 

the loss of life of an income producer, and the investment 

analysts certainly are in favor of such life Insurance, the 

differences of opinion lie primarily with the Investment por-

tions of Insurance policies, ®hy are so few analysts favor* 

Able toward buying insurance m m investment? The primary 

reason is the low rate of return on an insurance Investment, 

It is true that the analysts themselves are skillet! in taaklng 

investments that earn more than the return on an insurance 

policy* But what about the laymen who are not skilled inves-

tors! It does not take skill or knowledge to invest in gov» 

eminent savings bonds and they earn more income if held to 

maturity than does an insurance policy, 

She financial analysts are generally against both bond® 

and insurance at the present time because inflation la expected 

to continue, and what pa®t inflation has done to bond and in-

surance investments is rather obvious in that the purchasing 

power of the invested principal was roughly halved causing a 

net investment loss. 

One class of investors, however, welcomes the tax free 

income provided by insurance policies even though it be a low 

rate of return — the people in the high income tax bracket®» 

2his class is. an exception, certainly, to the general run of 

investors# 
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CHAPTER V 

BONDS AND PRE PURRED STOCK 

Bonds may to© purchased from national, state, and local 

governments? hundreds of corporation® also offer bonds for 

sale# The purchaser of a bond attempts to obtain the highest 

income yield possible while at the same time protecting his 

principal investment, the yield of the bond is in direct pro-

portion to the risk to which the principal is subjected; bonds 

issued by the United States government have no business risk 

and their yields are relatively low while corporate bonds with 

greater risks of principal offer correspondingly higher yields. 

A convertible bond Is one that is convertible into common 

stock at some future datej this type of bond assumes the na-

ture of common stoek only to the extent that it is convertible, 

The government or the corporation which Issues bonds is 

legally bound to pay the Interest rate which the bond agree-

ment stipulates or the bondholder, who is a creditor, can take 

legal action against the issuer* ihere are, of course, legal 

implications in suing a government which shall not be dealt 

with here, 

the owner of preferred stock is not a creditor and there 

is no legal agreement committing the issuing corporation to 

pay dividends on the preferred stock# Preferred stock has a 

few of the characteristics common to bondsi for this reason 



the two were combined In this aeetion of the questionnaire, 

the purchaser of straight preferred stock usually has In mind 

a regular income as there i® little or no appreciation of 

principal! but because the preferred stock ©timer doe® not have 

the legal backing as doe® a bondholder and because a preferred 

stock owner shares the ritk of the business with the common 

stockholders, the yield on preferred stock is higher than the 

yield on bond® generally. It often happens, however, that 

the yield on a high quality preferred stock is lower than the 

yield on a speculative bond because the risks on the partic-

ular bond are great# 

Convertible preferred® like convertible bonds also can 

be converted into common stock under specified provision®! 

this class of stock, therefore, doe® have a growth potential 

baaed on its conversion feature# 

The foregoing definitions are much oversimplified, but 

the brief explanation of bonds and preferred® should serve to 

introduce the answer® to the questions on bonds and preferred® 

and the comments by the analysts which follow* 

Length of Holding Period Kecoiamended for Bonds 

Bonds can be purchased for several objectives which de-

termine the length of time a bond will be held. A person nay 

desire to purchase a bond for a long-term investment; he then 

would buy a bond that had many years to run to maturity. the 

other extreme would be an investor who only wanted to invest 

his cash for a short period pending a purchase of another type 
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of Investment. He would buy a bond with a near maturity date 

or he would buy a bond with a longer maturity and sell it a 

short while 'later. 

Thie question was asked to determine th® recommended time 

a person should hold bonds now being purchased. The figures 

represent the analyst®' thinking about the holding time. 

Are you now recommending bond® fori 

Total Responses 
lumber Per cent 

Short-tern holding 33) 
Medium-tern holding 33) K 
Long-tew holding 28) * ** 
lot recommended 8) 

No answer, or comment only 20 23*$ 

Bonds were recojaaended for ahort, medium, and long-term 

holding without much variance of opinion? several analysts 

checked more than one recommendation and qualified each with 

a reason or type of bond. Three recommended qualifications 

for short-term holding of bonds weres *U» S# governments,
M 

hold bonds "as a cash reserve,® and only buy bonds with "short 

maturities." 

Two comments about medium-term bond holding® were! buy 

^municipals for tax protection," and generally purchase "bonds 

maturing within ten year®.11 

Municipal bonds are recommended for long-term holding If 

the investor is in a high Income tax bracket because Income 

from municipal bonds is Income tax free. A few recommended 

long-term investment in industrial bonda for investors who 

need a steady income or cannot afford to take greater risk. 
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fype® of Bonds Becommended 

In answer to a question on what types of bond® are best 

to purchase, the two general types mentioned most often were 

public utilities and municipals. The qualifications which 

always accompany a recommendation of municipal bonds limit 

this Medium of investment to those in higher Income tax brack-

ets? the reason la the Income from municipal' bonds is tax free 

as was mentioned In the previous section. Only two analysts 

defined a high tax: bracket, and both considered 30 par cent 

as the tax level where buying municipals would be advantageous. 

Shis raises the question} How can a man in the 30 per cent 

income tax bracket successfully bid against a man in the 80 

per cent tax bracket for these municipal bond®? 

The most frequent comment about the length of holding 

period for bonds and the types of bonds recommended was that 

recommendations would depend entirely upon the type of account 

under study and the investor*s desires and needs. 

A question was asked about the bond which is convertible 

into common stock at some future date. 'i'he question and the 

responses follow. 

What is jour opinion regarding the future of good grade 

convertible bonds ? 
fotal•Responses 

limber Per cent 

Promising k9 $7«6 
Fair 15 17.6 
leak 2 2 *k 
lo answer, or comment only 19 2 2 . 4 

While 57«6 per cent of the analysts indicated good grade 



convertible bonds are promising, they also Indicated by com-

ment! that these bonds would be desirable only if the inves-

tor could buy them without paying a premium for the conversion 

feature* Others were of the opinion that any answer would 

depend entirely upon the Individual bond issue, 

Two men stated convertible bonds are promising over the 

long-term but are fair to weak over the short-term. Another 

wrote that convertible bonds are "promising where large income 

is needed.n A statement by an insurance analyst was, nX be-

lieve it beat' to purchase either bonds or common stocks, but 

not a mixture of the two except under extremely favorable 

price conditions"? he is not favorable toward the dual func-

tion of convertible bonds. 

United States Savings Bond© 

Since the savings bond ia the type of bond most commonly 

known to the average person, this study would not be complete 

unless it considered savings bonds {known also as Series ttiB 

bonds). The answers to the first question which follow® give 

the respondents' thinking about the purchase of savings bond®. 

Dp you recommend the purchase of United States "E" bonds? 

Total Responses 
lumber Per cent 

Yea 35 1*1«2 
lo ko 47.0 
No answer, or comment only 10 11*8 

A second question was asked to see what influence the 

Interest rate on bonds had on the analysts' recommendations, 
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Are you satisfied with the present Interest rate on WBM 

bonds? 
Total Responses 
Number Per cent 

Yes 32 37.6 
lo 40 47.1 

Mo answer, or comment only 13 15*3 

Almost one-half of the analysts who answered these ques-

tions on HE" bonds would not recommend the purchase of such 

bonds because of the present low interest rat© of 3 per cent. 

Many of the 1|1,2 per cent who recommend buying saving® bonds 

qualified their answers by recommending the bonds only for 

some Investors, and one wrote "not for most." An analyst for 

a lew York stock exchange firm recommended savings bonds "pro-

viding continued attempts are made to stabilize the purchasing 

power of the dollar• If not, then they should not be pur-

chased." 

Following the previous two questions,, the analysts were 

asked what Interest rate they would recommend for savings 

bonds If they were not satisfied with the present 3 pe^ cent 

rate. Their answers are given In Table 3, below. 

TABUS 3 

RECOMMENDED INTEREST RATES FOR MEH BONDS 

Per cent Total responses 

5.00 1 
4.00 1* 
3.50 .15 
3.25 . 9 

3.50 Average 29 Total 
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In addition to being dissatisfied with the Interest rat© 

on savings bonds, some of the negative answer® were based on 

the natm?® of saving® bonds} that Is, they must b® held to 

maturity to obtain the full 3 per cent yield. On© analyst 

recommends savings banks for the small investor and "corpo-

rate bonds of equivalent maturities or municipals" for the 

larger investor# 

Preferred Stock 

The general impression about preferred stock would seem 

to be that the holder is placed in a position between bond-

holder and common stockholder because preferred® have the dis» 

advantages of both bonds and coaaaoa stock without having the 

advantages of either# fhe disadvantages are due to the fact 

that preferred holders are not guaranteed a return on their 

investment — if dividends are not declared, no returns art 

realised# The holder is without the advantage® held by bond-

holders- as creditors# Preferred stock has a fixed rate of 

return which Is one of the disadvantages of bonds, and this 

fixed rate of return by preventing the value of preferred® 

from appreciating eliminates the advantages of common stock* 

the first question concerned convertible preferred stock, 

the type of preferred stock which is convertible into eoamon 

stock and which has an element of appreciation, Those who 

consider this type of preferred stock favorable for growth 

must baa® their opinion on the conversion feature and the 

price that Is paid. Following are the question and opinions. 
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What Is your opinion of convertible preferred stock? 

fotal Besponses 
Number Per cent 

Good Income lavestoaont 3 3-«5 
Good Income and growth investment 38 •! 
Not rtcommended 19 22.4 
Mo answer, or comment only 25 29»i* 

The J4I4.7 per cent who consider convertible preferred 

stock a good Income and growth Investment emphasize that car® 

In selection should be taken, and that good buy® In convert-

ible preferred® are hard to find today. A Providence banker 

stressed that convertible preferred stocks must be "high 

grade enough on their own merits as preferred® without con-

sideration of the conversion feature.n 

A final question was asked to bring forth the feelings 

about the possibilities of growth In the value of three broad 

classes of preferred stock. This final question about pre-

ferred stock and the analysts' responses are given below. 

Do you now feel bullish on: 
Total Responses 
Number Per cent 

Convertible preferreda 23 27.1 
Speculative preferred® 1 1*2 
High grade non-callable 
preferred® 5 5*9 
None of the above 33 36*8 
lo answer, or comment only 23 27*0 

It should be noted first that while i+It • 7 p«r cent of the 

analysts indicated In the first question that convertible pre-

ferred® are a good income and growth investment, only 27*1 per 

cent are bullish on this class of stock in the second question. 

This inconsistency merely provides the investor with more 
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reason to b© cautious In deciding whether to buy preferred 

stock. 

Only on© analyst think® speculative preferreda are worthy 

of purchase at this time because, as he put it, "there are 

relatively few attractive speculation preferred®" on the mar-

ket today. 

Fiv® analyst® are bullish on high grade non-callable pre-

ferred®, It was not expected that many would be bullleh on 

this type of preferred stock at this time. The relatively 

high present price® of this class of preferred stock and the 

uncertain possibility of lower Interest ratee in the future 

are responsible for so few analyst® being in favor of buying 

this stock now. 

She greatest number of analysts, 65*8 per cent, either 

recommended not buying any preferred® or had no direct answer 

for the last question. 

G-eneral Coaraents on Bonds and Preferreds 

Many of the comment® on the questionnaire® dealt with 

both bonds and preferred stock# fi?hese comments are, therefore, 

placed in this section on general comments. 

A question discussed in Chapter II pertains partially to 

bonds and preferred stock, That portion of the question which 

pertains to bonds and preferred stock la merely repeated in 

this chapter because it shows the analysts' long-run opinions 

about bond® and preferred stock. The reaponses and the ques-

tion follow. 
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Please indi cat© whether you are bullish or bearish over 

the next twenty-five years on: 
Total flesponses 
Number Per cent 

Bonds Bullish 17 20#® 
Bearish 39 l|5*9 
No answer 29 34.1 

Preferred stock Bullish 18 21.2 
Bearish 38 1+4.7 
Ho answer 29 jl+.l 

®ae answers reveal a general bearlshness toward bonds 

and preferred stock. This bearlshness toward bonds was also 

Indicated by the answers to a question In the common stock 

section of the questionnaire when 25*9 per cent of the ana-

lysts chose bond® and 17«6 per cent ©hose both bond® and in-

surance as the investment media In which investors will suffer 

the greatest loss during the next twenty years. The loss of 

purchasing power of principal In an era of inflation was the 

greatest single reason for these answer®. 

The comments which follow present further evidence of 

the bearlshness felt toward bond® and preferreds. A lew York 

analyst wrote he is "bullish on bonds as far as dollar price 

is concerned, but bearish as far as buying power value is con-

cerned,* The most pessimistic of the analysts Is a college 

professor who wrote, ".Repudiation or devaluation of money is 

not Impossible»tt An investment counselor stated, "Bond® will 

continue to have an important place in conservative invest-

ment programs. The reason for my bearlshness on bonds is the 

virtual certainty of continued inflation#M 



A Providence trust officer is convinced bonds should be 

used as a hedge against "misjudgment of the stock market,* 

and together with preferred® they constitute about SO per cent 

of bis customers* portfolios so that 8if the §tock market did 

go to pot,*1 hia "trust beneficiaries would not be completely 

wiped out." 

Another trust officer predicts "no particular easing in 

interest rates; therefore, no improvement in prices of pre-

ferreda and bonds«M To Illustrate the inverse relationship 

between bond prices and the prevailing rate of interest, con-

sider a bond of #1,000 par value that pay® an interest rate 

of I4 per cent per year. If interest rates declined so that 

this class of bond should yield about 3 per cent, the market 

would bid the price of this bond up to a price above $1,000; 

the actual amount above #1,000 will depend upon the length of 

time the bond has to run until it matures# Whenever interest 

rates are expected to decline, bond prices and high grade pre-

ferred stock prices ean be expected to rise. Such a change 

in money rates is a abort-run consideration that will not par-

ticularly affect a person holding bond® or preferred stocks 

for long-run yield» 

Two analysts who expect interest rates to decline some 

are, however, not bullish on bonds or preferreda* ^he reason 

in one case Is that apparently the analyst atsumed the bonds 

or preferred® would be purchased after the prices were already 

adjusted upward in anticipation of lower interest rates, and 
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he explained, "X think credit will bo easy to gat so that for 

yield, bonds and preferred® will not have much to offer.'* 3he 

second analyst commented: 

I Ma always bearish on preferred* other than con-
vertible®, I am neither bullish nor bearish on bonds 
although I think interest rates will tend to hold at 
present levels to lower over the next twelve months# 

A Los Angel#® investment company analyst expects lower 

Interest rates and does not recommend bonds or preferred® 

for yields 

Until interest rate© rose in 1$>$3* yields on bonds 
and preferred® were too low for the average investor. 
The rise in rates made the® attractive to'sore investors, 
but now a reverse trend has developed and with lower 
rates, fewer Individual Investors will find then attrac-
tive, 

A Minneapolis trust officer also expects lower Interest 

rates? he is bullish on preferred! for short-run profits and 

he recommends bonds for both short-run and long-run: 

The money market squeeze of mid-1953 would seem 
over and with declining business activity possible, a 
lower average interest rate would stem probable... there-
fore, bond prices and prices of high grade preferred 
stocks should remain firm over the coming months. How-
ever, preferred stocks do not seem to represent a par-
ticularly attractive for® of investment for the long 
terra* 

An Insurance analyst made a statement of principle but 

he did not commit himself about the future: 

Preferreds and bonds are valuable or not as swings 
in the supply and demand for money take them above or 
below certain benchmarks. Hi© latter will vary with the 
individual investment objectives, taxes, and the state 
of the business cycle. 

An investment counselor made this general comment against 

the purchase of bondsi 
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The bond holder'has been losing purchasing power 
and income for twenty years or longer. If th# govern-
ment la sow going to follow a conservative fiscal policy 
and prevent further Inflation than th® bond holder will 
benefit. Though we ar© working toward that direotion we 
are not at that point yet — so why buy bonds! If we 
have a recession in the next few years, the bond holders 
will be better off than other investors except those in-
vested in CASH — so why buy bonds? Short term bonds up 
to five years or cash offers the best bond position today. 

Advice to all classes of investors is given by this lew 

York analysts 

Small investors should own nE" bonds and good com-
mon stocks. l»arge investors should own tax-exempt bonds 
and good common stocks. Institutional investor#, ©spe-
cially life insurance companies, have a different prob-
lem of ©ours®. Preferred stock® ar© bastard securities 
combining th© disadvantages of both bonds and common 
stocks without th® advantages of either* 

A Biciaaond broker wrote J 

I believe bonds and preferred® should be used to 
obtain stability of principal and income but would not 
ordinarily invest more than $0 per cent in these types. 
Convertible bond© and preferred® may bo attractive from 
time to time but they require careful study, 

A Los Angeles analyst r®commended several use® for bonds 

and preferred stocks: 

Bond® are attractive as a backlog in most invest-
ment accounts. Straight preferred^ are attractive for 
conservative investors in th® lower tax brackets. Con-
vertible bonds and preferred® are attractive when so 
priced that you pay little or nothing for the conversion 
privilege. 

Conclusions 

Bonds yield a fixed income and for this reason are con-

sidered to be a deflationary medium of investment. Since the 

analysts expect stable prices or slight deflation during the 

next few years, bonds are recommended for short-terra holding. 



Bonds that have a conversion feature tend to combine the 

normal bond function of yielding an income with growth possi-

bilities if prices should rise; it is ©asy to see why 57#6 

per cent of the analysts indicated convertible bonds as a 

promising investment medium, The value of this type of bond 

lies in its being held for a longer period* 

In general carefully selected bonds whether they are 

held for a few or for xaany years have a place in a balanced 

investment program because of their conservative nature -~ 

safety of principal and stability of income. The extent to 

which bonds are utilized in an investment program should, by 

all means, depend upon many factors the income needs of 

the investor, the risk taking ability and desires of the in-

vestor, the trend of money rates, and expected economic con-

ditions. The general outlook toward bonds is bearish; bonds 

are, however, generally recommended as a conservative part of 

most investment programs. 

The recommendations concerning United States savings 

bonds are almost equally divided for and against the purchase 

of these bonds• Several analysts disapprove of savings bonds 

for investment because the full 3 p w cent yield is not real-

ized unless the bonds are held for ten years. Twenty*nln© of 

the analysts do not think the rate of return on saving® bonds 

is sufficient incentive for purchasing; a more encouraging 

rate would be 3.5 per cent. Another reason for the unfavor-

able feeling toward the purchase of savings bonds as well as 
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other bonds Is the expected long-run Inflation,* bonds will 

not yield enough income to offset the loss of purchasing 

power of principal Invested, 

It appears inconsistent that ?S«3 per cent of the ana-

lysts expe ct inflation during the next five to twenty-five 

years, while only lj.1,2 per cent recommend the purchase of 

savings bonds, but the "£* bond is practically the only type 

of bond which fits into the average investors' investment 

program. 

An apprehensive attitude is taken by the analysts toward 

preferred stock in an investment program; about two third* of 

the analysts are bearish or would not commit themselves, The 

only favorable recommendations toward preferred® concern the 

convertible type of preferred, because of the characteristics 

of common stock inherent within convertible preferred stock. 

It would seem also that the analysts conclude whatever 

the benefits of preferred stock might be, the same benefits 

can be had from investments in bonds or common stock. 
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CHAPTER VI 

COMMON STOCK 

An owner of common stock In any amount Is a part owner 

of the company which issued the stock# and Ilk® the owner of 

any business, h® must assume the risks of the business. She 

return which the Investor would like to realize from hi® in-

vestment is relative to the risk he is willing to assume, and 

all type® and degrees of risk are available, A person is tak-

ing a large risk when he invests in a young, unproven company, 

but if the company is successful, he stands to make a consid-

erable return on his investment. In like manner a person who 

buys common stock in a well established, prosperous fir® is 

taking much less risk, but hi® return 1® commensurate with 

this risk and is, therefore, lees. 

It must not be overlooked that the owners of common stock 

in any and all companies take the risk of market fluctuation® 

which reflect present and future economic and political con-

siderations. Sometimes the market is rational and fluctuates 

in a logical manner, and at other times it is most irrational. 

Because of this factor the uninformed investor is often hurt; 

this unpredictable fluctuation also Is the reason uninformed 

person® often refer to market-risk erroneously as a gastble. 

Bisk that must be assumed by someone somewhere If fund® are 

to be made available for companies to carry on their business 
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activities should not be considered a gamble. In Chapter III 

it was emphasised that car® should be taken In finding a reli-

able broker, and if this were done, the risk would be taade 

known to the investor and his investment program could be de-

signed by his broker with full consideration of M s risk-tak-

ing ability. 

Thie chapter examines the relative position of common 

stock compared to other Investments according to the opinions 

of the financial analysts; consideration is given to both the 

near and distant future. 

Short-Term Outlook for Common Stock 

Most of the analysts expert the cold war to continue, 

stable prices to exist, and fair to good business over the 

next few years. The first question concerning common stock 

asked whether they would recommend common stock as an invest-

raent during this period. Their recommendations follow. 

Are you bullish on common stock through 1955>? 

Total Besponses 
Number Per cent 

Xea 39 U5.9 
No 33 lit,7 

Mo answer, or comment only 8 9**4 

It is reasonable to find an almost even split between 

those bullish on common stock during the next few years and 

those who are bearish. The analysts who recommend buying 

common stock even during a period of declining business and 

stable prices do so on the assumption that certain businesses 
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will prosper while others declinej careful selection of stock 

during this time is even morn important than when the business 

trend is upward. This idea was expressed by a trust officer 

who wrote that ''selectively I would buy stocks almost anytime." 

She same feeling was had by a Minneapolis trust officer who, 

although he was "not particularly" bullish, said "many issues 

and industries should do relatively well despite over-all pro-

duction decline.1* 

"There ie little question that most of the 1^.1 per cent 

who expect inflation to continue during the next few years 

are represented among the i|5*9 par cent who are bullish on 

common stock through 1955 . Of the 14+.7 per cent who are not 

bullish on common stock through 1955, 20 per cent are those 

analysts who stated in a previous question they expect defla-

tion during the next few years. 

Long-Term Outlook for Common Stock 

In a question placed in the section of the questionnaire 

which asked the analysts whether they are bullish or bearish 

on common stock over the next twenty-five years, 91*8 per cent 

of the analysts were bullish and none were bearish. This 

long-run optimism regarding common stock should be kept In 

mind during the reading of this section of the study because 

a few analysts are inconsistent in their thinking. 

In the next question the analysts were asked to take a 

more definite stand about long-term common stock holding. 

The question and the responses follow. 
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Would you recommend common stock for a twenty-year 

holding? 
Total fiesponses 

lumber Per cent 

Xes % 07*1 
Ho 2 2»3 
No answer, or comment only 9 10.o 

Four men who said earlier they are bullish on common 

stock for the next twenty-five year® did not recommend It in 

reply to this question for a twenty-year holding., Their com-

ments' indicate that these four analysts interpreted the last 

question to mean buying common stock and laying it away with-

out further review for twenty years# The question wa® not 

meant to imply that any purchase of stock should ever b# left 

dormant without periodic review and buying and selling when 

necessary. 

There Is, however, little doubt from the answers and com-

ments that the analysts are extremely optimistic regarding 

the long-term future for common stock# 

Comparison is made between four important investment 

media in the next question, which was placed in the common 

stock section of the questionnaire because common stock was 

expected to receive the greatest approval. The question fol-

lows, with the comparison made by the respondents. A category 

"real estate and eojsman stock" has been added as one of the 

responses to this question to help clarify the discussion be-

cause three analysts checked both real estate and coaaon stock 

as their choices on their questionnaires* 
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Jill M i l & fljQOO present-day Investment pro* 

vide t.ht greatest over-all return over twenty Tears? 

total Besponsea 
lumber Per cent 

Bonds 0 0 
Insurance 1 1,2 
Heal estate 0 0 
Common stock 71 83*5 
Real estate and common stock 3 3#5 
Ho answer, or comment only 10 11,8 

these answers clearly Imply that common stock exceed® 

the other Important Investment media as a choice of.long-run 

investment# 

aie preceding question asked for the Investment medium 

about which the analysts were most optimistic for the long-

run. The following question sought the medium about which 

the analyst® were most pessimistic for the long-run, 

IS, .thlch raedlum will investors experience tfa# greatest 

loss over the next twenty years? 

Bonds 
Insurance 
leal estate 
Common stock 
Bonds and insurance 
No answer, or comment only 

Only one choice was asked for in this question but fif-

teen analysts cheeked both bonds and insurance in their ques-

tionnaire! 1 a separate category was, therefor#, mad# of this 

choice for discussion purposes. It is quite obvious that 

bonds and insurance are looked upon with least favor by the 

analysts* 2he comments that were made were, of course, similar 
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fotal .Responses 
lumber Per cent 

22 25*9 
H 15.3 
5 5*9 
6 ?#! 
IS 17.6 
24 28.2 



In stating that the loss would be one of purchasing power and 

not of dollars* Few people would question the dollar return 

of principal and interest from high grade bonds and sound 

insurance investments. 

It would at first appear that the fly® men who cheeked 

real estate and the six men #10 eh©eked common stock as the 

two investments most likely to result in a loss were incon-

sistent in their thinking because only on© analyst expects 

deflation over the next twenty-five years, Their comments 

indicated, however, that their answers were based on the ex-

pectation that people would lose in real estate and oommn 

stock because of unintelligent buying and poor selections. A 

trust officer offered a unique opinion when he said there 

would be losses in real estate because of "shifts in popula-

tion which cannot be forecast.* 

The following question and responses bring out opinions 

regarding the purchasing power issue. 

Over a lifetime of investing which medium Is likely to 

provide the greatest safety of Invested purchasing power of 

principal? 
fotal Responses 

Number Per cent 

Bonds 1 1.2 
Insurance $ 5»9 
Real estate 1 1*2 
Common stock 70 82«3 
No answer, or comment only 8 9*k 

The 82.3 per cent choice of common stock as the raediiaa 

of investment to protect purchasing power is a logical one 
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because the analysts believe there will be both inflation and 

economic growth in the coming years. Optimism is expressed by 

this statement, "A rising population, a favorable economic 

climate, and the wealth of this country are bound to result 

in a bullish outlook for strong companiesAnother analyst 

recommends common stock because "with increasing technological 

advances and an expanding population, demand for investment 

funds should remain high over the longer term thus keeping 

the level of investment securities prices high." An insurance 

man also expects economic progress and wrote , "Over a long 

swing common stocks selected with care and carefully watched 

must represent increasing values, unless our entire profit 

system Is to go by the boards,'1 ffhese optimistic statements 

are representative of the analysts who think common stock is 

the beat long-run Investment. 

lords of caution were written by an Investment counselor, 

"My basic optimism for longer term future does not preclude 

expectation that we will experience dips along the way which 

may be moderately severe even though not major depressions on 

the 1929-32 pattern," Another analyst stressed "good selec-

tion and regular supervision « • . today's blue-chips may not 

be blue-chips anymore in 1973»M An insurance analyst empha-

sized that "common stocks must be continuously reviewed# 

They cannot be bought and forgotten regardless of quality at 

the moment.n A trust officer with over thirty years1 experi-

ence said the same thing in these words, WI have seen people 
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make groat profits In common stocks and I have seen others 

take great losses. Selection Is terribly Important." 

Another trust officer points out the risks involved* 

I like high grade common stocks* They ©an be very 
tricky and @1nee the war they have never really been 
through a depression# But I think they ar# well worth 
owning provided one Is perfectly willing to ©all It a 
day If the stock goes sour and common sense is used in 
selecting them in the first place. 

Xn a more general comment an investment counselor saidt 

fe have a correction, readjustment, or depression 
ahead of us and until that is over with, all four of 
your investment forms will not be a good investment# 
Everything is still relatively "high,® but stock© are 
not as overpriced as real estate. Barely for a business 
peak have stocks been so cheap and rarely has real es-
tate been so high. S'hls is a direct result of govern-
ment policy and though it may be healthy for stockholders, 
it is not for landholders. 

A lew York railroad analyst commented on the important 

effect of institutions entering the market for a particular 

stocks 

the whole investment market is changing# Pension 
funds and Institutions concentrate on relatively a hand-
ful of blue-chips. Other stocks are Ignored, fhe stocks 
of the future are those today ignored — selling at three 
to five times earnings and which, through gradual insti-
tutional acceptance, will sell on a fifteen to twenty 
tints earnings basis at a later date. American Cyanamid 
of the late 19^0*® is & ®&se in point* Institutional 
acceptance caused a tripling of the price earnings ratio 
in two and one-half years. 

A comment by a Richmond broker sets forth another Impor-

tant consideration to be remembered when investing in common 

stockst 

Common stock should be the foundation of any invest-
ment account which i® not required to be closed out at a 
fixed time or must be settled on a dollar basis. lormal 
long-term growth and reinvestment of undistributed earn-
ings offset market fluctuations to a large extent* 



Conclusions 

In the next few years Investments In common stocks should 

be profitable provided careful selections are ®ade, even though 

there is predicted a slight business decline and possible de-

flation. Sine# some industries and companies will probably 

suffer serious setbacks while others will undoubtedly prosper, 

the skill with which an investor can pick out the prosperous 

companies will determine whether he can make money during the 

years when the general economic trend is not upward* This is 

not easy! 

the long-run prospects for coaaon stock look excellent 

barring war or other drastic unforeseen circumstances* In 

the United States an increasing population,, constantly improv-

ing technology, and a vast supply of resources are expected 

to contribute to the rising trend of national wealth, but even 

with these good factors, intermittent periods of relatively 

poorer conditions are expected. 

Whether it comes about through study and research or by 

way of advice from another, careful selection of the companies 

whose common stock is purchased is important regardless of 

the expected holding period of the stock* Purchase stock with 

discrimination as if it were to be a life investment. 

Ihe analysts were asked to assume the present price level 

of high-grade common stock to be 100 per cent and to forecast 

what they expect the price level of high-grade common stock 

to b® in twenty years. The table below lists the price levels 
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anticipated by fifty-three financial analysts who answered 

the question, 

TABLE ^ 

ESTIMATED PHIOS LEVEL OF COMMON ' -
STOCK II TlfilTX 11411$ LETTING . 
PBBSMT ®4mL 100 PEE CUT 

Estimated Friee Level as a lumber of Times 
Multiple of 100 Per Cent laeh las' Chosen 

1*00 . 1 
350 jL 
300 h 
2$0 , 0 
200 21 
180 2 
175 . 2 
170 1 
loO 2 
l i o . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
140 * 1 
135 . . . . 1 
130 1 
125 2 
100 2 

Average 200 Total answers 53 

This was a most difficult question to answer, and it is 

surprising that in the forecasts twenty-one analysts think the 

price level will double in the next twenty years. It is also 

interesting to note that the arithmetic average for all fifty-

three forecasts is also double or 200 per cent# If this is 

an aeeurate forecast, the Inflation for the next twenty years 

will be approximately one-half as Intense as has been the In-

flation of the past ten yearsj the price level doubled in the 

past ten years and it is expected to double again within the 

next twenty years. 
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CHAPTER ¥ 1 1 

REAL ESTATE 

Investment in real estate can take many forms •*» owning 

a mortgage, purchasing a home, buying a farm to us® or to 

rent, buying city housing to rent, buying royalties, leasing 

land where resources art expected to be discovered, and others* 

An indirect and more diversified approach is buying stock in 

a company such as a saving® and loan association that invests 

in real estate, 

This chapter very briefly examines the opinions of the 

financial analysts regarding real estate a# an investment 

media* 

Furchase of a Home 

Purchasing a home is for many people their first impor-

tant investment. Those who purchased hones in the past few 

decades have watched their investment act as a hedge against 

inflation because housing values have kept up with and even 

surpassed the rising price level# In the face of oncoming 

lower prices there is concern by prospective home owners as 

to what action they should take at this time toward the pur-

chase of a new home, and a question on this subject seemed 

appropriate, What the analysts think about buying a home in 

the near future is shown by the answers to the next question* 



fould you recommend purchasing a home In 19.51? 

Total Beaponses 
Number Per cent 

Yea 51 60.0 
Ho 27 31.8 

Mo answer, or comment only 7 8.2 

It appears Inconsistent that 60 per cent of the men rec-

omend buying a house, at the present time when they expect 

stable prices and even lower prices over the next few years. 

Siere are two general reasom for this? first, they divorce 

home buying from other investments stating buy a home when it 

is neededj second, there are good buys available because the 

housing market is presently discounting the expected lower 

prices of the future. A representative comment in support of 

the first reason of need was, "Timing of purchase of a home 

should be dictated by need and not by Investment considera-

tion®.* w An investment counselor summarized the second reason 

of lower prices when he wrote, MIes, buy but do not build. 

In 1953 existing houses are cheap, but raw land and building 

costs are still up.* 

Some of the 31»8 per cent who advised against buying a 

home expect better buys in the future, but others merely gave 

a negative answer while indicating the need should still de-

cide the issue of a home purchase. As an example, one answer 

was Bno, unless one absolutely needs a home*" 

leal Estate as an Investment 

'Ihe writer was curious whether in the opinion of the 
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analysts the average citizen thinks he knows more about real 

©state than stocks or bonds, and would, therefor®, tend to 

look upon real ©state as a first choiee Investment media. 

The specific question put to the analysts and their response® 

follow, 

ipuld you saj the average citizen tends to look toward 

real estate (other than hi® home) as his first. investment? 

"Total Responses 
lumber ?©r cent 

Yes 16 18*0 
Ho 62 73.0 

No answer, or comment only 7 5*2 

Three-fourths of the analyst* are In agreement that 

people do not consider real estate first when they have funds 

to invest. The only direct comment to this question was by 

an analyst who thinks the question Is true with farm land but 

not with urban real estate# 

A primary means of real estate Investment la that of 

rental housing# The analysts' advice was sought in their an-

swers to a question on rental housing, given next. 

Would you advise Investment in rental housing In 1953? 
Total Hesponses 

lumber Per cent 

les 8 9*k 
io 63 ma 
Ho answer, or comment only I4 16.5 

The eight analysts who are in favor of buying rental 

housing are located in various parts of the United States and 

even Canada so there is no geographic correlation to their 
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answers * 

Prom the responses to the questions on real estate and 

the comments that were made, it is evident that most of tht 

7l|*l per cent who are not in favor of buying rental housing 

in 1953 would have given the same answer had the year 1953 

not been specified in this question. It would seem the ana-

lysts consider real estate investing a specialised field best 

left to expertst 

Following the question on rental housing, the analysts 

were asked to give what they consider a general minimum net 

return on rental housing commensurate with the risk# She 

table below lists the percentages as they were specified by 

the analyst® and the number of men who chose each individual 

rate of return, 

TABLE $ 

RECOMMENDED RETURNS 
01 RENTAL HOUSING 

Minimum Percentage lumber of Times 
Return Becommended Rat® las Chosen 

15 a 
14 . 1 
1 2 3 

10 . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
9 1 
a 13 
7 . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

6 .......... . ? 
5 . . . 2 

Average 9 Total answers i|.3 

The wide spread of net returns recommended a® minimum by 

the analysts indicates that either investment risk in rental 
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housing Is expected to vary widely or the analysts * concep-

tions of the net return coamenBurate with a given risk very 

greatly. 

Tim criteria established in the mind of each analyst aa 

he answered thin question apparently were quite different and 

resulted in rather rough approximations. She rates of return 

specified In the table will, however, make interesting coo-

per la one to common stock yield® of various companies, and may 

he of value to persons now owning rental housing and to those 

who anticipate buying rental housing. 

The value of farm land has risen considerably since the 

end of World War II, and the next question wa@ asked to de-

termine the desirability of purchasing farm land now in the 

anticipation of a further price rise, fhe respondents give 

advice as follows. 

Would you advise purchasing farm land In 1953? 

Total Eesponses 
Number Per cent 

Yea 9 10.6 
No 63 7li*X 
lo answer, or comment only 13 15#3 

The advice contained in these answers is not to buy far® 

land at present, and the comments gave high land price® as 

the reason for this advice. Even the analysts who answered 

yes qualified their answers. One said, "Ten, if you are a 

farmer and can buy reasonably.tt The conclusion here is simi-

lar to that about buying a home — buy only If you really 

need the farm and then try for a good price. 
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Sayings and Loan Association© 

The funds of savings and loan associations are primarily 

invested in long-term real ©state loansj therefore, an inves-

tor in these associations is indirectly an investor in real 

estate. The following question merely sought the number of 

analysts who had ever invested in such an association, fhe 

figures ©how the number who has* 

Have you ever Invested in a Savings and Loan Association? 

Total Responses 
Number Par cant 

Tea 22 25.9 
No 58 68.2 
Ho answer, or comment only 5 5*9 

Over two-thirds of the analysts have never invested in a 

savings and loan associationf this figure, or even a higher 

percentage, should be expected in this group of men who pri-

marily do their own Investing. 

4 savings and loan association attract® investor® because 

it pays a higher return than savings banks do, but th© invest-

ment is not as liquid as are fund® deposited in a savings bank. 

Since the funds of a savings and loan association are invested 

primarily in long-tern real estate loans, an investor may find 

that during a tight money market, he cannot withdraw hia in-

vested funds from the association. 

No comments were contributed in answer to this question. 

Oil Royalties 

She petroleum industry has become an increasingly popular 
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source of Investment since the ©rid of World War II. For this 

reason, two questions were asked the analysts pertaining to a 

more speculative type of Investment in oil production oil 

royalties. 2he questions with the replies follow. 

•Do you consider oil royalties: 
Total Responses 

lumber Per cent 

Slightly speculative 9 10.6 
Moderately speculative 17 20#0 
Highly speculative 30 35*3 
No answer, or comment only 29 34*1 

What Is your oil royaltie® ownership position? 

I have owned some 6 7*0 
I now own some k 4*7 
I might buy in the future 26 30 #6 
I would not buy 27 31 • 8 
No answer, or comment only 22 25•9 

The answer® to these questions indicate that oil royal-

ties are an investment medium requiring specialised knowledge; 

but at some later date, it would seem, 30*6 per cent of the 

analysts might become interested enough in oil royalties to 

make a purchase* Only 11*7 per cent have ever owned oil roy-

alties} another 31*8 per cent of the analysts never expect to 

become Interested in oil royalties as an investment. 

Use only positive comment came from a Dallas analyst who 

said, "I like oil reserves as an investment*w This opinion 

would be expected from an analyst who has undoubtedly studied 

oil production more than have eastern analysts who do not live 

in an oil producing area. 

Several comments mad© by the 3^*1 P®i* cent who did not 

specify a choice in the risk question would indicate that the 
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speculative qualities of oil royalties depend upon the char-

acteristics of eaoh individual royalty. One analyst considers 

the risk of any investment as having am Inverse relationship 

with the knowledge of the investor about the investment! he 

wrote, "The speculative nature of a particular investment is 

dependent upon the knowledge a particular person has of that 

particular investment." This statement is perhaps true from 

the standpoint of an individual investor, but each type of 

Investment also has a definite degree of risk Inherent In it-

self without regard to the knowledge of the investor* 

General Comments on Real Istate 

A Sew York railroad analyst considers real estate to be 

"with few exceptions . . • the most inflated part of our eco-

nomy. " Another stated that real estate is "not as good for 

the average investor as good stocks and bonds.n A Virginia 

broker admits "limited knowledge of field," but he further 

states "both real estate and oil royalties could be satisfac-

tory for persons thoroughly familiar with those fields*" An 

insurance analyst wrote, "Other than my own home, 1 think 

real estate investing is best left to real ©state specialists." 

The Chicago investment counselor who has been quoted so 

often in this study is negative in his opinion on real estate 

because: 

The government has brought about inflated real es-
tate prices by its low interest rate, long term mortgage 
policy. Thus we have higher prices and more square feet 
of housing per capita than ever before. Certainly these 
facts should serve as a warning to everyone — especially 
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the government. I don't believe the government mortgage 
guarantee has created a healthy situation for either the 
government or the people* Certainly high mortgages were 
an error of the past — so why not today! 

Two analysts Mentioned the real estate cyclej one stated 

it "has a marked eighteen year cycle," and the other added, 

"®e are at the top of the real estate cycle J1 

A university dean, who Is also an investment counselor 

and a member of the California Bar, called attention to tax 

considerations: 

With taxes as they are and probably will be, I see 
the average real estate investment good only in homes 
and home rental®. Also, office space . » • might be a 
good poeeibillty in fringe area office building®* 

A general comment pertinent to all of the questions asked 

on real estate was: 

I would buy a home almost anytime# I peraonally do 
not recommend real estate as an Investment although it 
frequently can be profitable, particularly If leased to 
strong parties for commercial purposes. X am not famil-
iar with oil royalties to any extent and don't expect 
ever to be so I avoid them. 

Conclusions 

The financial analysts do not consider the buying of a 

home as being in the same class with other investments because 

there are more personal considerations involved in buying a 

home than there would be in purchasing stocks or bond®. !l!he 

analysts fairly well agree that a home should be purchased 

when it is needed, and 60 per cent even recommend purchasing 

a home now if it is needed. Even though the analysts agree 

to home purchasing when there is a need, they also caution 
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that proper market timing is desirable and that shopping for 

the best buy at the particular time is very important* 

2he analysts do not believe the average person is real 

estate investment coneclous; nor do they recommend that the 

average person become an investor in real estate unless he 

acquires sufficient knowledge to qualify him as a specialist. 

Oil royalties are a particularly specialized field. Un-

less the Investor possesses a thorough understanding of this 

medium, he has little to gain from ventures into purchasing 

of oil royalties. 

Three important factors to be considered in real estate 

investments were not mentioned by the analyst® — the amount 

of money required to invest in real estate is often too large 

for a small investor, real estate investment is non-diversl-

fltd, and the market for a house, a tract of land, or a real 

©state mortgage is a local market which may be very inactive 

at certain times* 
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CHAPTER fill 

IHVfiSTlSEHT TRUSTS 

The investment trust tot become Increasingly popular In 

recent years among small investors because of aggressive sales 

policies by the trusts and because of the principles under-

lying this Investment medium, The Investment trust utilises 

funis obtained through the sale of stock® and bond® to pur-

chase th® securities of other companies# This provides the 

purchaser of stock in an investment trust with better diver-

sification than th® average investor could obtain by managing 

his own funds* 

The word "trust" is often used synonomously with "com-

pany* but actually there is a legal distinction between the 

two* "Company" is th© proper word to us© when th© firm was 

organized as a corporation, while "trust" is the proper title 

when the trust form of organization is used, The term "trust" 

is used in this study, 

there are two investment trust classificationst one, 

closed-end trusts that issue a fixed amount of capital which 

may include common stock, preferred stock, or bonds; two, 

open-end trusts, known as mutual funds, that usually issue 

common stock only* Securities of closed-end trusts are 

traded like the securities of any other company, and the in-

vestor pays the regular brokerage commission when he buys or 
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sells these securities* The stock of open-end trusts is of-

fered to the public continuously, at a price based on the 

value of the company assets per share plus a commission which 

is commonly referred to as ttload,B It is the open-end typ© 

of trust that is being sold increasingly to small investors 

today' because these mutual funds offer various investment 

plans' which allow an investor of small means to participate 

easily, 

A portion of the questionnaire sought to obtain opinions 

about the advisability of putting money in investment trusts| 

the opinions are analyzed in this chapter# 

Value to the Small Investor 

2?he analysts were asked first to state their personal 

investment positions with investment trusts. Since this 

study is primarily concerned with investment trusts as they 

affect the small investor, the analysts were then asked specif-

ically whether they would recommend investment trusts to the 

small investor, their answers and recommendations follow. 

What has been jour experience with investment trusts? 

total Responses 
lumber Per cent 

I have owned shares 28 32»9 
1 now own shares 11 
I have never owned shares 1*4 >l*p 
Mo answer, or comment only 2 2#4 

Would you recommend them to aaall investors ? 

Yes 73 85*9 
lo 10 11.8 
I© anewer, or comment only 2 2.3 
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Although, half of the analyst® have never owned shares in 

an Investment company, 8$,9 per cent re commend investment com-

panies as a raadium of investment for small investor#* Since 

these analysts most likely did not start as large investors 

themselves, their answers indicate they did not follow their 

present edvice when they were small investors * Probably they 

began their career® with more than average knowledge about 

investments! therefore, on® could infer that when they recom-

mend investment trusts to small investors the analysts con-

sider the small investors to be inexperienced# One analyst 

evidently meant inexperienced when he answered the last ques-

tion with, "Yes, but X would only recommend mutual funds to 

small investor® who are ignorant of security problem®.w 

One analyst limited his tfyestt answer to closed-end trust® 

such as "Lehman or Tri-Continental;" this opinion was expressed 

also by other analysts in similar comments. 

One la not in favor of mutual funds because of Bpoor per* 

formance and excessive selling commission®." Others agreed 

with him by expressing similar opinions against what they con-

sider high selling commissions and high administrative and 

management costs of mutual funds* She statement, WI think 

investment trusts charge too much commission and the assets 

are often mediocre" was made by one analyst. An investment 

counselor is of the opinion that the commission charged by 

mutual funds and the management costs are "offset by advan-

tages of diversification, marketability, etcetera.8 
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On© analyst stressed that "care In selecting the most 

suitable type of investment company is just as important a® 

chooaing other means of investments«w While proper selec-

tion is important, it is apparently not feeing exercised, 

according to the view of another analyst who wrote, ^Invest-

merit trusts tend to Institutionalize the stupidity of the 

small investor,*1 

®he respondents in another question were asked why they 

recommend investment trust®, 2h© number of times each reason 

was checked is given below. 

If you see merit in investment trusts, please check the 

primary reasons: 
Total Responses 

Number Per cent 

Past records of funds are favorable 29) 
Offer diversification 6>) 
Offer savings plans 33) 88,2 
Valuable service to inexperienced 
investor 66) 

Many type® are available 18) 
Mo answer, or comment only 10 11.6 

Since the respondents checked several choices, a per cent 

classification could only be used to show the 88#2 per cent 

who did answer the question and the 11.8 who did not. 

2he two primary reasons why investment trusts are recom-

mended are the diversification and the investment service 

they provide for small investors. 

Investors can buy shares In investment trusts that pur-

chase only common stocks, trusts that invest In income type 

securities such as bonds, or trusts that maintain a portfolio 



balanced with stock and bond holdings. Eighteen Investment 

analysts consider this availability of many types of funds a 

reason for recommending the purchase of Investment trusts; 

another analyst disagreed and wrote, "A true statement but 

not a reason to buy*w 

General Comments on Investment frusta 

An Insurance analyst indicated disapproval of the ap-

proach used by investment companies in selling their product 

when he wrote, "Fund® ar® overemphasised and misrepresented 

in selling. People should be told they are buying common 

stock and warned of the risk rather than told it is a sav-

ings plan.11 A research institute analyst also stated that 

investment funds are being over sold today and added: 

Goraalsaions are unjustified — 8 per cent on top of 
portfolio eoatmlsglons* Selling tactics are questionable. 
Performance is difficult to measure# Many apparently 
good records are only chance reflections of capital 
gains. Hiese gains may be offset by losses In the fu-
ture# 'ihere has been no severe test since l$?29.and that 
test flunked most investment trusts. 

An Investment counselor contributed an important bit of 

advice about investment trusts: 

I strongly favor investment trustsj however, I be-
lieve the people who have bought them do not fully appre-
ciate their fluctuating characteristics. They have been 
oversold during a favorable period of stock prices. 'Jh© 
average investor is apt to find the road a bit harder 
than he visualizes. Jhough every management of a trust 
Is different, on the whole they are excellent and will 
do far better for the Individual than he could for him-
self though the individual Is not apt to appreciate or 
understand this, 

A trust officer recommends funds for small investors but 
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he prefers to do his own investing since he considers himself 

"able.to Judge securities as well as the next fellow." "Good 

investment trusts have established far better records over a 

term of year® than at least 90 per cent of individual inves-

tors can do on their own" was the opinion of an investment 

counselor. 

An investment trust is better than misleading advice 

according to a Mew York insurance analyst who made the fol-

lowing statement: 

Most individuals would be better off using invest-
ment trusts as their investment vehicle, sine# they are 
usually unable to seeure the information necessary to 
an unbiased, analytical approach in any other manner. 
I don't mean that information is not available, but few 
individuals take the time to secure it# It is easier 
to take a friend or acquaintance*a word of advice*. 

Conclusions 

It can be concluded from the answers to the questions 

on investment trust® and from the added comments that secur-

ities issued by these trusts are recommended for small, inex-

perienced investors, but only then if investors are aware of 

the exact nature of their investment# Investors should no 

more consider investing blindly in an investment trust than 

they would in other investment media. Inquiry should be made 

as to the amount of selling commission® and the amount of 

each Invested dollar that is to be paid for management costs. 

Investor® should be aware of the risk involved and whether 

the degree of risk suits their particular investment needs. 

Salesmen and brokers selling trust securities have much 
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valuable information to give the investor but they may have 

to be encouraged to part with it. Recent data on what secur-

ities the investment trust has in its portfolio as to the 

extent of diversification between companies and industries 

and whether the assets consist of an all stock fund or a bal-

anced fund should be furnished the investor. 

It 1® also important to learn which companies have don® 

the best in period® of rising prices and which companies suf-

fered the least in periods ©f declining price®* 

Investors should weigh the advantages and disadvantages 

of investing in investment trusts against the advantages and 

disadvantage® of alternative Investment choices such as di-

rect investment in savings banks, insurance, real ©state, or 

stocks and bonds. An investor who can save only fifteen or 

twenty dollars a month can invest in insurance or a savings 

bank at low rate® of interest or he can participate in an 

investment plan of a mutual fund. He should, however, real-

ize that there is slight business risk in either insurance 

or savings accounts, but there is a substantial amount of 

business risk in mutual funds, If an investor can afford to 

take the fund risk, the chances are excellent that over the 

long-run he will realize a sizable rat® of return on hi© in-

vestment# 

It way be advisable and perhaps less costly for a larger 

investor to purchase shares of stock in a closed-end trust or 

to manage his own funds rather than invest through an open-end 
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trust* The extent, however, to which an investor manages 

his own investment program should be directly proportional 

to his knowledge of investments and th© amount of money he 

has to invest. 



CHAPTER IX 

ihvestmeht program 

The advice furnished by the financial analysts thus far 

serves as a foundation for a sound investment program, but 

certain of the questions in the questionnelr® pertained to 

specific investment objectives and these questions are dis-

cussed In this chapter. The questions cover an educational 

fund for a child and advice to servicemen going overseas# 

A substantial portion of this chapter is devoted to a 

discussion of industries and companies recommended by the 

analysts for inclusion in an investment program. 

College Education Fund 

Jh© analysts were asked to choose the medium they prefer 

in establishing an educational fund for a child? however, 

some checked not one but several media« Because of this the 

answers to the following question can only be grouped accord-

ing to the per cent that did or did not answer the question. 

In establishing a regular payment fund to provide a 

college education for a six-year-old son, which gigdluig would 

Be!arMcent 

Bonds | 
Insurance 31) 
Savings 7\ 9% • 9 
Preferred stock k) 
Mutual funds 19) 
Common stock 41} 
Mo answer, or comment only © f»* 
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fh® two primary choices of Investment media for an edu-

cational fund are common stock and Insurance* Both invest-

ment media were often checked by an analyst; y©t this is a 

rather contradictory combination because the nature of this 

two media differs greatly* Checking both insurance and com-

mon stock was probably a compromise; insurance premiums must 

be paid regularly and the major risk is the possible loss of 

purchasing power because of inflation, while common stoek 

provides a hedge against inflation but contains greater risk. 

One analyst would use insurance to eliminate risk of 

death* combined with monthly purchases of two or three good 

common stocks. His statement about "risk of death® would 

infer that the insurance he purchased on the life of the 

father and not the child, because this analyst indicated in 

his answers to questions on insurance that he would buy in-

surance for protection only, and he would not buy an educa-

tion policy for his child. 

A few analysts chose a combination of savings and common 

stock in establishing an educational fund for a child# One 

went so far as to break the fund into #i|0 per cent savings, 

and 60 per cent common stock.w He recommended Instead of 

common stock "mutual funds for those without investment ex-

perience.1* Another analyst prefers a "balanced fund of $0 

per cent bonds and $0 per cent stock." 

Nineteen analysts indicated mutual funds a favorable 

investment medium for an educational fundj eleven analysts 



favored bonds* Only four man would use preferred stock, and 

seven would utilize a savings account for the purpose of an 

education fund. 

fhe analyst® were asked to choose between the use of 

Insurance and mutual funds for an education fund for a child; 

the question and their choioes follow. 

Sjven a choice between Investment in insurance or mutual 

funds, which would you prefer in establishing an educational 

fund for a child? 
Total Responses 

lumber J*er cent 

Insurance 31 36*5 
Mutual funds k% h9*h 
Mo answer, or comment only 12 l4«l 

Ihirty-one analysts chose insurance. In answer to the 

previous question thirty-one also chose insurance. However, 

the weight of opinion is In favor of mutual funds. It should 

be noted that the answers to this question listed in the 

Appendix show ?2.7 p®*" cent of the Insurance analysts to 

favor insurance, while 86.6 per cent of the analysts who are 

affiliated with investment trusts favor mutual funds. Each 

class leans toward its company^ product in replying to this 

question. 

Servicemen Going Overseas 

Many thousand servicemen have served tours of duty in a 

foreign theater, and more thousands are leaving this country 

weekly to provide replacement for those men ready to return 

home. Servicemen overseas generally save more money than 



is possible while serving in the United States. This situa-

tion prompted questioning the analysts on the merits of mutual 

funds versus savings banks as a place to send their money. 

The question and the analysts' opinions are tabulated below. 

What action would you recommend for a serviceman going 

overseas? 
total Responses 
lumber Per cent 

Monthly allotment t© an 
open-end fund 39 1+5*9 

Monthly allotment to a 
savings bank 26 30*6 

Mo answer, or comment only 20 23*5 

Of the analyst® who answered this question, 1*5*9 per 

cent favor the open-end fund as a means of investment for a 

serviceman overseas? 30*6 per cent prefer Investment In a 

savings bank; while 23,5 per cent either had no opinion or 

they answered only with comments, A few of the 23*5 pes? cent 

cautiously commented that they would not commit themselves 

without knowing the facts about the individual serviceman; 

several analysts were classified within the group who did not 

answer because they checked both answers. 

The purchase of several good common stocks by partici-

pation in the cumulative Investment plan sponsored by the Sew 

York Stock Exchange was alto suggested a® an answer to the 

serviceman's investment problem, fhls plan allows the inves-

tor to choose a stock from a list of stocks available, and he 

agrees to send the broker a given sum of money each month. 

The broker will forward this sum to a cooperating bank which 
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after deducting a commission of 6 per cent (i| per cent is re-

turned to the broker) will combine the reminder with sums 

of money from other investors who desire the same stock and 

a 100 share lot will be purchased. The serviceman's aecount 

with the broker will be credited with the amount of the stock 

purchased at the day's average price. Although there is no 

management cost for the invested funds, it should be noted 

that this plan costs 6 per cent when funds are invested and 

the same commission is charged when funds are withdrawn by 

selling the stock. Under this plan It would take some time 

before a small investor could obtain aaple diversification of 

his investments, A comparison between the investment- plan 

just discussed and investment in mutual funds shows mutual 

funds' commissions to rang# from nothing to 8.5 per cent, but 

this charge is only made when the stock Is purchased and not 

when the stock is sold. Mutual funds have varying management 

costs, but they provide more diversification for eaeh Invested 

dollar than the investor is apt to attain through purchasing 

one type stock at a time. 

An analyst who re commends savings banks to the serviceman 

going overseas further recommends by his comment that the same 

serviceman should invest in "open-end funds if he understands 

the risks.* Another analyst prefers savings banks because 

the overseas tour wls a two-year or three-year proposition at 

beat." Ihis is not entirely correct, for the normal tour of 

duty is three years, and many men have prolonged their stay. 
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A most unusual comment came from a Los Angeles insurance 

analystj he said, "Spend the money and enjoy yourself, and I 

am quite serious about this." 2hi» analyst left several Im-

portant questions unanswered in his questionnaire making it 

difficult to determine whether he is pessimistic about the 

life ©f the serviceman or the future of the economy. 

Recommended Industries 

In order to obtain concrete advice from the financial 

analysts, they were asked point-blank to name the industries 

they now favor for a lifetime investment; the list of favored 

industries with the number of times each was chosen by the 

analysts is provided in fable 6, page 107. 

It is significant that of the eighty-five analysts who 

completed a questionnaire, thirty-three would not answer the 

question. Hie predominant reason given by those who did not 

answer the question was that no industry should be considered 

as worthy of a lifetime investment because economic condi-

tions are constantly changing. She question would perhaps 

have received more favorable attention had It asked for the 

Industries that appear in the light of present conditions to 

be most favorable for long-term investment. 

The chief value of this list of industries lies in the 

number of times an industry was selected as being worthy of 

long-term investment. Only the future will tell whether the 

analysts1 choices were based on analytical investigation of 

the future or were merely projections of past performance# 



TABLE 6 

INDUSTRIES RECOMMENDED FOB 
LONG-TERM INVESTMENT 

Industries Times fiecommended^ 

Aircraft . . . . . . . 1 
Air Conditioning 1 
Airlines « . . . . . 2 
Alumlnisa . ij. 
Atomic . . . . . 2 
Automobile . . i| 

Building Materials . . . . 1 
Chemical , . .ii8 

• Container Manufacturing 3 
Drugs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . p 
•Jsleetric&l Equipment .13 
Electronic® . 1 6 
Fiberglass 3 
' Fire and Casualty Insurance . . . . 1 
Pood Products . . . . . . . . . . .11 
Life Insurance , 11 
Lumber 1 
.Machinery and Equipment \ 
Metals . . . . . . . k 
latural Gas Producers . . . . . . . 3 
Office Equipment . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Oil 31 
- Paper . 6 
Personal Hygiene . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Plastics 1 
Public Utilities . . . . . . . . . .22 
Radio and Television 1 
Ballroads . . . . . 1 
Retail Trade • . . . . . . 6 
Rubber 1 
Steel 3 

Tobacco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 

#Fifty-two analysts listed industries 

The chemical industry ha® shown excellent growth and It 

was recommended as a lifetime Investment by all except four 

of the fifty-two analysts who answered this question. The 

oil industry ranked second in popularity with thirty-one ana-

lysts * Thus, two very well established Industries are chosen 
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fey moat analysts as the best source of long-term investment. 

Only a few considered the well established automobile, rubber, 

and steel induetries worthy of mention. 

Public utilities ranked third as an industry choice. 

Since this industry under government regulation is allowed 

to make a fair profit, an investment in public utilities is 

considered to be less risky and more stable than the non-

regulated industries, during the present uncertain economic 

conditions, consideration should be given to the relative 

conservativeness of a public utility investment. 

Other industries which received more than average atten-

tion by the analysts are electrical equipment, life insurance, 

food products, drugs, paper, and retail trade. 

J*he newest industries mentioned are the atomic and the 

electronics fields. Sixteen analysts feel optimistic toward 

electronics while only two indicated atomic energy la worthy 

of long-term investment. 

Recommended Companies 

Immediately following the question about industries, the 

analysts were asked to list companies which now appear favor-

able for a lifetime investment, 'ftie results are shorn in 

fable ?, beginning on page 109. Companies in the same indus-

try are listed alphabetically under the name of the industry; 

others are listed under miscellaneous companies at the end of 

the table. This question was answered by twenty-five fewer 

analysts than was the question about industries. 



TABLE 7 

COMPANIES RECOMMENDED FOB 
LONG-TERM INVESTMENT 

Companies by Industry Times Recoiamended^ 

Aircraft: 

Douglas Aircraft • 1 

United Aircraft 1 

Aluminums 

Aluminum Company of America • • 3 

Aluminum Company of Canada 1 

Chemical and Drug: 

Abbott Laboratories . 1 
Allied Chemical and Dye * . . 1 
Dow Chemical » » , „ . * , * • • • • * • *10 
duPont • . « • . . . . . . 20 
Merck and Company 2 
Monsanto Chemi cal 3 
Rohn and Haas . . . . . . . . 2 
k̂ earl 91 ^. D. 
Union Carbide and Carbon • • * « • • • • • 8 
.Electrical Equipment t 
General Electric » , . # « . . . . • • • #10' 
Westinghouae Electric . . 2 

Fire and Casualty Insurance: 

Continental Casualty . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

•firavelera Insurance . . 1 

Food Products I 

General Foods . . 2 
Corn Products » • 1 
National Biscuit 1 

Life Insurance: 

Connecticut General Life Insurance . . . . 2 
Gulf Life Insurance 
Insurance Company of North America . . * . 2 
Kansas City Life Insurance » « 1 
Lincoln National Life 3 
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TABLE Continued 

Companies by Industry Times Recommended 

Metals * 

Beryllium. . , . 1 
Foot® Mineral 1 
Firth Sterling , 1 
ilennamefcal . . . . . . . . . 1 
Metal Hydrides • . . . . 1 
National Lead . , , , 1 
Reynolds Metals . . 1 

latural Gas Producer®i 

£1 Paso latural Gas • • * , . , . , • • * 1 
Republic latural Gas . . . . . . « . » » . l 
Texas Gulf Producing • , , 1 

Office Equipment1 

Burroughs . . . * . . . . . . . 1 

International Business Machines 3 

Oil j 

Amerada Petroleum • • • * . * * * * * . * 2 
i>elhi Oil 1 
Gulf Oil . . 1 
Humble Oil and Refining * 1 
Ohio Oil . . 2 
Phillips Petroleum . . . . . 1+ 
Shell Oil • 1 
Standard Oil of California 2 
Standard Oil of New Jersey 8 
Paper: 

Crown Zellerbach . . . . . . . . 1 
Scott Paper . * 3 

Public Utilities: 

American Telephone and Telegraph . . . . . 2 
Arizona Public Service . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Consolidated Edison . . . . . . 1 
Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line « # . . « . » 2 
Public Service Electric and Gas . . . . . 1 
Southern California Edison . . . . . . . . 1 
Tennessee Gas Transmission . . . . . . . . 1 
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TABLE 7*-Continued 

Companies by Industry Tine* Recommended 

He tail frades 

American Stores , , , , , , 1 
•Pood Fair Stores , . l 
J. C« Penney 2 
Kroger . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Sears, Hoebuck and Company . * 2 

Steel: 

National Steel . . . . . 1 

U. s. Steel 1 

Miscellaneous Companies I 

American Can . . . . . , . . . 1 
American Tobacco . . . . . . . . 1 
Carrier Corporation • • • * « » • « • • • 2 
Eastman Kodak . . • 1 
General Motors 2 
Goodrich, B. F. 1 
Johns-Maovilie 1 
Johnson and Johnson . . . 1 
Minneapolis Honeywell ii 
Minnesota lining , . . o 
National City Bank of New York . . . . . . 1 
Owens-Corning Fiberglass 5 
Radio Corporation of America . . 2 
Weyerhaeuser flmber . 1 
# fwenty»s@v«n analysts listed companies 
Kach company la in a separate industry 

Union Carbide and Carbon and Standard Oil of New Jersey 

were each named by eight analysts, while Dow Chemical and 

General Electric were each named by ten analysts. Only on© 

company was listed by a majority of the analysts who answered 

the question -* duPont was listed by twenty analysts. Just 

as in the recommended Industries question, the answers to this 

question are primarily significant for the number of times 

each particular company was chosen by an analyst. The other 
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companies listed were not mentioned by a sufficient number of 

analysts to warrant conclusions, but they make an interesting 

informational cheek list of companies which one or more ana-

lyst® recommend* t l 

The analysts' basic trend of thinking is conservativej 

comparatively few men named speculative companies as their 

choice for a lifetime investment. In their comment®, however, 

the analysts point out that many.of the recommended companies 

of today will be insignificant tomorrow, while the unnoticed 

companies of today could well be the "blue-chips* of tomorrow. 

Only twenty-seven of the total eighty-five analysts who 

returned questionnaires listed-companies in answer to this 

question, fwo general reasons for not answering were givenJ 

one, there is no such thing as a lifetime investments two, 

answering this question is not ethical. "This is what I get 

paid for" was the way one analyst stated his position. 

Conclusions 

In planning an educational fund for his children an in-

vestor must be careful to choose a medium of investment that 

contains a minimum of risk and at the same time provide® for 

sufficient growth of principal invested to counteract infla-

tion.. 'Ihe analysts who place siost emphasis on the non-risk 

criterion choose insurance, bonds, and savings in this order. 

She analysts who place more emphasis on the gyowth element of 

such an investment choose common stock and mutual funds with 

coiamon stock being considered the most favorable.- A few 



analysts prefer a compromise between the two criteria of 

safety of principal and growth. 

It can be concluded that the portion of an investor's 

program which deals with the future education of his child-

ren should be the conservative portion of his program* Enough 

of the analysts choose each of the investment media to indi-

cate the desirability of a balanced education fund including 

Insurance which is relatively risklesa with a low rat# of re-

turn and common stock with its greater risk but also greater 

earning potential# 

Servicemen going overseas should Investigate the possi-

bilities of open-end trusts with the objective of allotting a 

portion of their pay to the type or type® of trusts which 

suit their investment needs, A portion of their pay should, 

of course, be sent to a savings bank where it will be avail-

able for Immediate us© upon return to this country, 

Jfrom the Hating of the industries now appearing a® moat 

favorable for a long-term investment, It is evident that an 

Investment portfolio should contain chemical and oil stocks 

along with more ©table public utility stocks* Common stock 

of companies engaged in electronic developments certainly 

merits investigation for growth potential. 

Perhaps the most notable conclusion that can be reached 

pertaining to the coapahies selected as the beat lifetime In-

vestment Is the dissimilarity of the analysts' opinions — 

twenty-seven analyst® listed seventy-nine companies and forty-



five of these companies were named, only one time, Ju*t nine 

of the seventy-nine companies were listed by four or more ana-

lysts j only three companies received anything Ilk® a deeislve 

choioe — duPont, Sow Chemical, and General l»le<?trlc. 

There are so very many companies in existence that an 

Investor who is limited in time cannot hope to study but a 

few of them; he must rely somewhat on the advice of others. 
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CH&PHSR X 

SUMMARY 

Although unemployment has risen during the three-month 

period within which this thesis has been written, th® economy 

has not yet experienced a serious economic decline* A® fore-

cast by th© analysts, a moderate decline is underway, and its 

seriousness probably depends as much as anything else on the 

mental attitude of the people toward th® decline. If enough 

people expect conditions to get worse, thi® feeling will serve 

to bring about th© expo-cted conditions because these people 

represent th© buying power of the nation* If the people stop 

spending because they expect a further decline, there will be 

trouble ahead. 

Th® government appears ready to stand by to relieve re-

cession symptoms when they appear serious# The government 

has many powerful tools with which it can attempt to mitigate 

or stop a recession, but it is possible for the population to 

defeat the efforts of the government if the population is 

determined that things will get worse. The government's fis-

cal policy can be a powerful weapon — encouraging consumer-

business credit expansion and spending by decreasing the bank 

rediscount rat© at Federal Reserve banks, lowering corporate 

and individual income taxes, allowing companies liberal depre-

ciation allowances, removing or lowering excise taxes, and 
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spending more than it receives in revenue through borrowing 

from Individuals and banks* The government has a stockpile 

of federal works projects ready for Immediate use when the 

need becomes apparent. 

At this time the economy is still producing at a high 

rate both for civilian and military consumption! people are 

not selling their investment securitiesj the market prices of 

securities remain high} hard goods inventories have been re-

duced with retailers beginning to order agalnj the government 

is working hard on the farm problem? and there is no serious 

labor strife. The national Income ia still high and thousands 

of middle-class working people are continuously entering the 

investment market# Savings accounts are on the Increase, and 

mutual fund securities are being sold at an increasing rate. 

People should keep in mind that while the ethics of the 

security market are extremely high, some brokers and salesmen 

tend to get careless in their promises to people. The inves-

tor should remember that government bonds is the only class 

of investment that la entirely free from business risk; other 

securities have business risk in varying degrees, 5?he pri-

mary risk of all types of bonds and life insurance plans is 

the potential loss of purchasing power due to cheapening of 

the dollar because of inflation. 

When the economy is facing stable or declining condi-

tions, the Investor must be very prudent in hie investment 

selections. It may not be possible to completely verify the 
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wiseness of a broker 'a or a salesman, 's recommendation, but it 

,Is usually possible to Investigate the past records of their 

honesty and investment ability. % e le@s on© know® of invest-

ment matters, the more carefully he should ohoose an advisor* 

There is offered to the investor several basic types of 

investment media fro® which an investment program can be es-

tablished. In this study it was possible to investigate only 

very briefly the merits of these media. 

Insurance as an investment medium is not recommended by 

the financial analysts, because of Its low rat© of return 

also because past experience has shown that long-run infla-

tion has reduced the purchasing power of the principal invested 

in far greater proportion than the earned return. The first 

consideration in purchasing insurance should be the protec-

tion of the family against the death of the wage earner. The 

amount of protection should be determined by the means of the 

buyer and the manner in which he desires his family to live 

after his death# 

True, insurance i® practically a riskless investment of 

actual dollars, but government savings bonds are completely 

riskless in this respect and they yield more than insurance 

investments. While there is no borrowing value to government 

bonds unless they are cashed, an investor with a good credit 

rating and a solid holding of government bonds will have very 

little trouble obtaining help in a financial emergency. 

Another difference between purchasing government bonds. 
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regularly versus paying premium* on an insurance policy is 

that the first is voluntary while the other is a contractual 

agreement. If the self-discipline necessary to set aside 

money for an investment program is lacking, then perhaps it 

is best for the in?estor to make a contract with an insurance 

company. However^ a peraon who must be bound by a contractual 

agreement before he can save money is not likely to attain any 

substantial degree of financial succeas. 

Bonds as an investment class are designed for those per-

sons who desire relative safety of principal combined with a 

regular income*. The relative safety of principal will vary 

with the financial condition of the issuer, while the income 

varies from rlskless government bond® yielding a low return 

to speculative corporate bonds, which may net the investor a 

much higher return or nay cause him to lose a tisable portion 

of his invested principal. The amount ©f bonds that are pur-

chaeed and the objective of their use will depend upon the 

individual investment prqgram. 

Bonds are recommended for long-term holding for those 

who need a conservative investment or bonds can serve as a 

hedge'against bad judgment in stock investments by being a 

part of a balanced investment program# Bonds are recommended 

by more analysts for short-term and medium-terra holding due 

to the expected stable price conditions and possible decline 

during the next few years. The creditor position of a bond-

holder is an advantage during times of deflation or recession. 
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Bond© being easily converted into cash provide a ready reservei 

which can be used to purchase stocks when the time is right 

for such action. 

.Preferred stock a® a class is usually purchased primar-

ily for income because growth is limited, but preferred stock 

like bonds can be purchased to fit almost any investment need# 

Speculative preferreds of weak companies can be purchased in 

the hope that the company will become stronger and the price 

of the preferred stock will rise as preferred dividends are 

resumed* 'Jhere is a growth potential also in convertible 

preferred stock based upon the growth of the company's common 

stock into which the preferreds are convertible* She extent 

to which preferred stock is used as an investment medium will 

depend upon the inclinations of the investor rather than his 

objective, because there are few, if any, characteristics of 

preferred stock which cannot be found separately in either 

bonds or common stock. This is the primary reason why many 

analysts do not look favorably upon the use of preferred stock* 

The investment medium recommended most favorably by the 

analysts is common stock# Opinions vary as to the opportune 

time for purchase of common stock, but there is general opti-

mism regarding this medium, especially over the long-run 

period* theoretically, ownership of common stock is to be 

recommended during periods of inflation and increased produc-

tivity when the investment will grow, but ownership of common 

stock in times of declining prices or deflation is not to b® 



recommended, ?he position of owner and debtor is desirable 

during the upward trend of the business cycle, while the posi-

tion of creditor is desirable during a downswing of th© busi-

ness cycle* %is theory is difficult to convert into actual 

investment practice, but it Is a factor to be given serious 

consideration by th® investor# The analysts' expecting th# 

economy to level off or decline slightly during th# short-run 

do not recommend th# purchase of common stock except in such 

cases where certain companies are predicted to prosper la the 

face of a general stable or downward trend of prices# Sound 

prediction calls for keen analysis and experience which the 

average small Investor Is not likely to have, The small in-

vestor can either keep his funds in liquid form or assume the 

role of creditor until the economic trend appears definitely 

upward; or he can purchase stock at regular intervals in th® 

same dollar amount, which is known as "dollar averaging*" In 

periods of high prices this given sum of money will purchase 

proportionately fewer shares than, it will purchase when prices 

are lower, and to this extent the investor will benefit If the 

over-all economic trend is upward. 

Even though enthusiasm for common stock is strong among 

the analysts, the risk element also must be emphasized. The 

analysts who did not list industries or companies which they 

would recommend as a lifetime investment Indicated they have 

refused because they did not want to give the impression that 

the investor can buy common stock and then forget about the 



purchase. to give m extreme hypothetical example of what 

might happen, consider the case of electric utility eoiaiBon 

stock* Because of the regulated nature of electric public 

utilities and th® apparently never-ending demand for ele©*-

trlclty, investment in th© common stock of such companies Is 

considered stable and conservative. Suppose atomic power or 

some other completely revolutionary source of power cam© into 

being and mad® electricity completely obsoletej where would 

that leave the owner of electric utility stock? Such an event 

may appear inconceivable at the present time but the history 

of this country proves that innovations coa© into being quite 

rapidly and the person who is alow to react is left with a 

financial loss. For this reason, purchasers of common stock 

should diversify their investments among various industries 

and companies, it is rather difficult for a small investor 

to accomplish diversification, but he can eventually attain 

this position by buying small purchases of different stocks 

over a period of years. 

Si© investment trust provides a good method by whioh the 

small investor can obtain wide diversification in eojsmon stock 

with an investment of as little as ten dollars a month. Most 

of the analysts recommend this medium of investment to the 

man of small means because of the diversification provided 

and the management service furnished by investment trusts. 

Crusts are being introduced through an aggressive selling cam-

paign to many people who previously have not been in the 



market for securities, and the resulting selling expenses must 

be paid, The commission on open-end trusts runs rather highj 

there are firms, however, who maintain an open-end investment 

fund but who do not have salesmen working for them and, there-

for®, .charge no commission* Because the initial purchase into 

such funds is somewhat larger than the original purchase into 

other funds, small amounts are discouraged from being invested 

and administrative costs are lower. The investor should ob-

tain information about the commissions, management cost®, and 

investment records of the various trusts before buying any 

shares of stock. 

Except for purchasing a home, the average investor is 

not encouraged to enter the real estate field as a means of 

investment. Purchasing a home is recommended, even at the 

present time, if a home is needed. Deciding whether a home 

is needed requires considerable more than financial study, 

and the analysts choose not to consider home buying along 

with Investment in the usual sense of money making. Unless 

the investor has experience or is skilled in a particular 

aspect of real estate, the analysts recommend that he.look to 

other means of investment. 

The analysts provided a long list of industries and com-

panies which they recommend for a lifetime investment. In 

recommending industries the analysts generally agree strongly 

in favor of the chemical and oil industries, but in the list 

of companies there is no strong agreement for any one company 
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with the possible exception of duPont. Since the analysts 

were not given a list of companies to serve as a guide among 

hundreds of companies in existence, it is not unusual to find 

choices widely scattered. The investor should arrive at his 

own decision about a company before he invests in its securi-

ties; but the less he knows about investtaente, the more he 

should seek opinions of advisory service®, investors, banker©, 

or brokers. In seeking advice the investor should take the 

initiative in finding a reliable source of information; how-

ever, advice should not be sought merely to find a scapegoat, 

to blame for unprofitable decisions. The responsibility for 

an investor's individual program should not be delegated to 

another. 

IMa study was not intended to furnish absolute answer© 

to investment problems# fh© nearest approach to an answer 

would be to find a course of action that appears to be most 

suitable to the financial situation and mental attitude of a 

specific investor, 'fee mental attitude is mentioned because 

more is required of a -person than financial risk-taking abil-

ity. An investor must be prepared to accept losses as well 

as gains; otherwise his investments should b® limited to gov-

ernment bonds or other high-grade bonds. 

Many of the factors involved in investment planning have 

been discussed, and it is hoped that this study will stimulate 

the reader to a further study of investment problems. Further 

study is desirable for a dual purpose! first, an awareness of 



Investment factors and a working knowledge of these factors 

are essential if one Is to be financially successful; second, 

a strong economy demands that there be investors to finane® 

new enterprises, while at the same time responsibility for 

existing companies is being shifted constantly among investor® 

through the purchase and sale of stocks and bonds in the secur-

ities market* 
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APPENDIX 
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®ESTIOKNAIRE AllALISIS BI JOB AFFILIATION 

Questions . total '' Questions 

f, 
den®!*! Investment Outlook 

Present world conditions will eventually result ins 

Full seal# war 8 9.k Continuation of cold war $k 63.5 
World peace 13 15.3 
lo answer* or conment only 10 11.8 

The outlook for business during the next fire years ist 

Excellent It it.? 
Good 5? 67.1 
Pair 1? 20.0 
Poor 3 3.5 
No answer, or comment only It lt.7 

The outlook for business during the lifetime of today's 
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Excellent % Uo.o 
0©od la it8#2 
Fair k h.7 
Poor m • 

lo answer* or comment only 6 7.1 
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the next twenty-five years oat 
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Bearish •m 

No answer 1 8.2 

Preferred stock Bullish 18 21,2 
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Ho answer 26 30.6 
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Bonds Solllsh 
Bearish 
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19 
29 
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Inflation 

What do you anticipate during the next two to five years? 

Inflation 
Stable prices 
Deflation 
Mo answer, or conraent only 

What do you anticipate daring the next fire to twenty* 
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Inflation 
Stable price* 
Deflation 
So answer, or coranent only 

The government could effectively use its power to check 
serious inflations 

fee 
»© 
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The government could effectively use its power to check 
serious deflation* 
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No answer, or comment only 

Is slight year-by-year inflation necessary for continuing 
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Is it desirable to liquidate this debt gradually? 

Yea 
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No answer, or wmimt only 
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! 
1 2 
1

 m 8 . 7 
1 ? 1 0 0 . 0 i 1 0 ! 9 0 . 9 ! 1 1 7 3 . 3 1 8 9 U . 7 1 2 0 87.0 

« * 1 1 
I 

1 

j 9.1 
I i 

j 3 
i 

20.0 0 m 
1 1 

1 
| 

U.3 

8 U7.1 ! u 

i 
i 

! 3 6 . ^ 7 U6.7 9 U7.U 

i 

7 3 0 J * 
5 2 . 9 1 6 1 5 1 * . 5 5 3 3 . 3 1 0 52.6 1 U 6 0 . 9 

m m S 1 
1 
1 
1 

9 . 1 3 2 0 . 0 m 2 8 . 7 ' 

2 1 1 . 8 

! 
i 
i 

1 1 9 . 1 m m 6 31.6 5 2 1 . 8 
1 3 76 .U I 7 6 3 . 6 1 2 8 0 . 0 1 1 57.9 1 7 73*9 

2 1 1 . 8 ! 3 2 7 . 3 3 2 0 . 0 2 10.5 1 U.3 



Questions total 
3E 

Labor 

The present labor situation 1st 

Satisfactory 
Unsatisfactory 
Dangerous to our eeonon?y 
No answer, or emmn% only 

What would you recowsiend for the taft-Hartley Act? 

No change 
Modification 
Repeal 

Mo answer, or comment only 

The present caliber of union leadership isi 
Excellent 
Qood 
Satisfactory 
Pair 
J*0$£* 
Ho answer, or comment only 

Farm 

to control fern prices do you favor government regulation 
of farm production? 

lea 
No 
No answer, or comment only 

Is the present price support program better than TO 
support program? 

les 
Ho 
Ho answer, or coarasnt only 

Real Estate 

Would you reeowiend purchasing a tew in 1953? 

les 
Ho 
Mo answer, or comment only 

38 
25 
lit 

8 

29 
to. 
15 

35 
36 
lb 

51 
27 
7 

lilt.? 
29.lt 
U . 5 

9.k 

lit 16.5 
62 72.9 

2 2.U 
7 8.2 

m 4* 
12.f 13 15.3 

31 36.5 
20 23.5 
10 31.8 

3U.1 
it8.2 
17.7 

I)lt2 
H2.3 
16.5 

6o*o 
3i.a 
8.2 

i n 



Investment 
Counselor ; Others 

U6.6 
26. 7 
20.0 

9 ! 52.9 5 j b5.b 
7 ! bl.2 b i 36.b 
1 ! 5. 9 1 I 9.1 
• ! 1 j 9.1 

3 
lb 

3 
2 
7 
b 
1 

3 
12 
2 

7 
7 
3 

1 | 6*7 

17.7 
82,3 

17.6 
11.8 
m.2 
23.5 
5.9 

17.6 
70.6 
H.8 

Ul«2 
bl.2 
17.6 

11 6U.7 
5 29.U 
1 t 5.9 

11 ! 100.0 

2 
2 
b 
3 

b 
5 
2 

18.2 
18.2 
36.3 
27.3 

5 | b5.b 
b s 36.b 
2 ! 18.2 

36.b 
b5.b 
18.2 

b j 36.b 
b I 36.b 
3 I 27.2 

$ 8 

1 
3 
7 
3 
1 

7 
6 
2 

10 
b 
1 

33.3 
53.b 

13.3 

6.7 
20.0 
b6.6 
20.0 
6.7 

b6.7 
bO.O 
13.3 

7 | 1(6.7 
6 j bO.O 
2 ! 13.3 

66.6 
26.7 
6.7 

2 
lb 
1 
2 

b 
3 
b 
6 
2 

9 
6 
b 

10 
6 
3 

lb 
5 

10.5 
73.7 
5.3 

10.5 

21.0 
15.8 
21.1 
31.6 
10.5 

b?.b 
31.6 
21.0 

52.6 
31.6 
15.8 

b 
15 
1 
3. 

1 
3 
9 
b 
6 

5 
13 
5 

7 
12 
b 

73.7 I 12 
26.3 j 9 

2 

21.7 
21.8 

l? .b 
65.2 
b.3 
.13*1 

b.3 
13.1 
39.1 
17.b 

21,. 7 
56.5 
21.8 

3G.b 
52.2 
17 .b 

52.2 
39.1 
8.7 

1 10 



Questions .. • Total Questions 

J/ $ , 
Would you say the average oitlaen tends to look toward 
real estate (other than M s home) as hie first investment? 

les 16 18.8 
Ho 62 73.0 
Mo answer, or comment only 7 ' 8*2 

Would you advise investment in rental housing in 1953? 

les 8 9.U 
Ho 43 Ih.l 
Mo answer, or oowient only Ik 16,5 

Would you advise purchasing farm land in 1953? 

Ytt 9 10.6 
I® 63 7U.1 
No answer, or eoiment only 13 15.3 

Have you ever invested in a Savings and Loan Association? 

Xes 22 25.9 
Mo $8 68.2 
No answer, or eoament only 5 5.9 

Bo you consider oil royalties* 

Slightly speculative 9 10.6 
Moderately speculative 17 20.0 
Highly speculative 30 35.3 
Mo answer, or oonment only 29 

What is your oil royalties ownership position? 

I have owned soa» 6 7.0 
I now own some h U.7 
I night buy in future 26 30.6 
I would not bay 27 31.8 
Mo answer, or ooimaent only 22 25.9 

Investment Trusts 

What has been your experience with investment -tests? 

X have owned shares 23 32.9 
X now own shares '11 12.9 
I have never owned shares UU 51.8 
No answer, or eoament only 2 2+k 



' Bar 
x o u s s n 

"'jWostaient " ! Iavestroent s 

r, ., j., <^pwwwiay j , m j ^ i c | . 
.wiMutiniiwi 

3 
Ik 

1 
15 

1 

17.6 
82.li 

5 . 9 
86.2 

5 . 9 

2 
8 
1 

7 
k 

10.2 
72 .? 

9 . 1 

6 3 . 6 
36.it 

2 
11 
2 

3 
10 

2 

3 1 7 . 6 
m f • 1 

12 70.6 8 ! 72 .7 13 
2 11 .8 3 j 

i 
27 .3 1 | 

3 17 .6 

s ! i 
6 i 5U.5 6 ? 

lit 82.lt 3 1 2 7 . 3 8 

| 

*» 2 ! 
1 

1 8 . 2 1 

3 

i 
1 7 . 7 

| 
1 i 9 . 1 2 

5 29.lt 2 i 1 8 . 2 1 It 
5 29.1» 3 I 27 .3 6 : 
U 23 .5 5 j 

j 5 \ 

it5.it 3 
s 

m 4* 

I 
m ! 2 

1 5 . 9 m 

8 U7.1 5 it5.5 5 1 
6 35 .3 • 6 
2 31 .7 6 5U.5 2 

6 35 .3 3 27.3 
1 5 . 9 1 9 . 1 £ 

8 
w» 

10 58 .8 
m 

7 
4* 

63 .6 
• 

£ 
8 
w» 

13*3 
73.U 
13 .3 

20.0 
6 6 . 7 
1 3 . 3 

6 . 7 
86 .6 

6 . 7 

ItO.O 
5 3 . 3 
6 . 7 

1 3 . 3 
26.7 
UO.O 
20.0 

5 26 .3 'r U 
12 ! 6 3 , 2 I 17 

2 i 1 0 . 5 i 2 

2 
%k 

3 

3 
2 
7 
7 

1 0 . 5 ! 2 
73 .7 [ 17 
15 .8 I k 

2 i 10. 
13 I 68. 

It i 2 1 . 1 

5 i 2 6 . 3 
12 i 63.2 

2 ! 10 .5 

3 
17 

3 

2 
a 

15-. 8, | . «• 
10.6 ! h 
36.8 ! 9 
36.8 10 

1 3 . 3 ! 3 15 .6 1 i t .3 
t . 8 . 3 | 2. 8 . 7 

33.it j 2 10 .5 i 6 2 6 . 1 
ItO.O i 7 I 36 .6 ! 8 3U.8 
1 3 . 3 i 

i 
i 

' f 

^ ! 
i 
; 31 .6 ! 

j 
: 1 i ? 
i | 

6 2 6 . 1 

| 
" ! 

20 .0 | 
u 57 .9 1. 5 21 .7 

26.7 ; 2 10 .5 ! S . 3 13 .1 
53 .3 : 6 31.6 | i 13 5 6 . 5 

*> 1 « * t mm 1 2 8 . 7 

17.it 
73«f 

8 .7 

8 . 7 
73.9 
17 

1 3 . 0 
73.9 
1 3 . 1 

8 . 7 
91 .3 

17 «U 
39-1 
k3.5 

T -aii 



Questions total 
T 

I would recommend them to entail investors t 

les n 
Ho 10 
I© answer, or cowaent only 2 

If you see merit in investment trusts, please check the 
primary reasons! 

Past records of funds are favorable 29) 
Offer diversification 65) 
Offer savings plans 33) 
Valuable service to inexperienced investor 66) 
Many types are available 18) 
Ho answer, or I 10 

loads and Preferred Stock 

Are you now recowendiag beads fori 

Short-term holding 33) 
Medlura-term holding 33) 
Long-term holding 23) 
lot recosaaended o) 
Ko answer, or comment only 20 

What is your opinion regarding the future of good grade 
convertible bonds? 

Promising k? 
Fair 15 
Weak 2 
Mo answer, or eoaaiitti only 

Bo you recowaend the purchase of U. S. WE* bonds? 

fee 35 
Z m 

So answer, or cement only 10 

Are you satisfied with the present rate on »£* bonds? 

les 32 
No 
So answer, or comment only 13 

85.? 
11.8 
2.3 

80.2 

21.8 

76.5 

23.5 

57.6 
17.6 
2.1* 
22.li 

Ul.2 
!*7.0 
11.8 

37.6 
U7.1 
15.3 

t «* tf 



Banker and Imrestaeat Iiweoteent 
Si 

lk I 82,3 
2 ! 11.8 
1 < 5.9 

6) 

• s i 
ik)! 
i) 
2 

12 
k 
1 

8 
8 
1 

9 
7 
1 

m,z 

31.8 

83.3 

17.7 

70.6 
23.5 
5.9 

hia 
k7.1 
5.8 

$2.9 
hi .2 
5.9 

8 i 72.7 
3 I 27.3 

I 
6) 

k 
2 

72.7 

27.3 

72.7 

27.3 

36.lt 
18.2 

k5.k 

k I 36.U 
5 i k5.k 
2 | 18.2 

3 | 27.3 
6 s 5k .5 
2 i 18.2 

Ik | 93.3 
1 6.7 

6 

2) 

8 
k 
1 
2 

6 
8 
1 

5 
9 
1 

13^ 
75 
13) 
k) 
1 

93.3 

6.7 

60.0 

kO.O 

53.3 
26.7 
6.7 
13.3 

ko.o 
53.3 
6.7 

33.3 
60.0 
6.7 

16 
2 
1 

5) 
12) 
7) 
15) 
3) 
2 

8) 
U ) 
k) 
3) 
2 

11 
2 

6 
9 
k 

7 
9 
3 

8k.2 
10.5 
5.3 

89.5 

10.5 

89.5 

10.5 

57.9 
10.5 

31.6 

31.6 
k7»k 
a.o 

36.8 
k7.k 
15-8 

21 
2 

8) 
20 

XJ 

2 

11) 
8) 

2) 
6 

Ik 
3 

U 
10 
2 

8 
9 
6 

91.3 
8.? 

91.3 

8.7 

26.1 

60.9 
13.0 

m 

26.1 

k7.8 
k3.5 

8.7 

3k.8 
39.1 
26.1 



' Questions total ' Questions 
j „ 

What Is your opinion of convertible preferred stock? 

Good income investment 3 3«5 
Good income and growth investment 38 UU.7 
lot recommended 19 22.U 
No answer, or comment only 25 29.U 

Do you now feel bullish out 

Convertible preferreds 23 27.1 
Speculative preferred* 1 1.8 
High grade non-oallable preferreds 5 $.9 

Sen® of the above 33 38.8 
So answer j or cement only 23 27 #0 

Conation Stock 

Are you bullish on oommon stoek through 1955? 

Yea 39 h$«9 

Wo m 1&.7 
Mo answer, or conrment only 8 %k 

Would you recomend 00*011, stock for a twenty-year holding? 

fen I k 87.1 
Mo 2 2.3 
Mo answer, m comment only 9 104 

In which aediu» will investors experience the greatest loss 
over the next twenty years? 

Bonds 22 S&+9 

Insurance 13 15.3 
Real estate $ 5.9 
Common stoek 6 7.1 
(Some checked both bonds and insurance) 15 17.6 
No answer, or cement only 21* 28.2 

In which medium will a $1,000 present day investment pro-
vide the greatest over-all return over the next twenty year s? 

Bonds ** m 

Insurance 1 1.2 
leal estate #4* m 

Cowiton stoek 71 83.5 
(Some checked both real estate and 0csmaon stock) •• 3 3.5 
No answer, or comment only 10 11,8 

*1 *3 



Banker not larestMsat Investment 
C0litXIV^0£_ 

I 
H M I I M M N I M U M 

1 
8 
6 
2 

k 
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1 
10 
2 

9 
8 

15 
#1* 
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2 
2 
1 
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5.9 
U7.1 
35.3 
11.7 

23*5 

5 .9 
58.8 
11.8 

52.9 
it? *1 

88*2 

11.8 

l a . i 
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11.8 
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29.lt 

15 88.2 
1 5.9 
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2 
It 
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2 
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6 
k 
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9 
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9 .1 
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1 
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1 
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17 
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10.5 
31.6 

U2.1 

21.1 
36.8 

U2.1 
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9U.7 
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31.6 
31.6 
10.5 
5.3 

15.8 
5.2 

5.3 
urn 

89.lt 

5 .3 

8 i 3U.8 
6 I 26.1 
9 ! 39.1 

2 
9 
7 

20 
m 

3, 

6 
It 

21.8 
m 

8.7 
39.1 
30.lt 

10 | 1*3.5 
8 I 3U.8 
5 . ! 21.7 

87.0 «* -

13.0 

26.1 
17.lt 

2 i 8.7 
7 ] 30.it 
It 1 17.U 

18 
2 
3 

78.3 
8 .7 
13.0 



Questions total 
r m 

Over a lifetime of Investing which medium Is likely to 
provide the greatest safety of invested purchasing power 
of principal? 

Bonds 
Insurance 
Real estate 
Common Steele 
Mo answer, or coment only 

Investment Program 

In establishing a regular payment fund to provide a 
college education for a six year old son, which medium 
would you prefer? 

Bonds 
Insurance 
Savings 
Preferred stock 
Mutual funds 
Common stock 
No answer, or comment only 

Given a choice between investment in insurance ©r mutual 
funds, which would you prefer in establishing an 
educational fund for a child? 

Insurance 
Ktataal funds 
No answer, or comment only 

What action would you recommend for a serviceman going 
overseas? 

Monthly allotment to an open-end fund 
Monthly allotment to a savings bank 
I© answer, or comment only 

Markets 

Does the small investor pay and receive a fair price 
when trading ins 

Government bonds les 
Mo 
Mo answer 

1 1.2 
5 $•9 
1 1.2 

to S2.3 
8 9.U 

11) 

k) 
19) 
m 
6 

31 

12 

3 9 
26 
20 

63 
3 
19 

92*9 

?.l 

36.* 
U9.U 
1U.1 

k$.9 
30.6 
2%S 

7k*l 
3.5 

22.1* 



nv©STBient 
omselor estWB Oth«r# Insurance Trust O f f i w 

# \ % 

100.0 100.0 

56 «5 
U.U 
ma 



Questions . total Questions 
; A 

Does the small investor pay and receive a fair price 
when trading ini (continued from last page) 

Unlisted bonds and Yes hf ft if 
utilities Ho 7 8.2 

Wo answer 29 3U.1 

Mutual funds Tes h6 0ul 
lo 15 17.T 
Mo answer 2li 28.2 

Listed stocks fee 0 
lo k H.T 
Wo answer 22 25.9 

Other unlisted stocks T«f 39 l»S.? 
Ho 10 11.8 
Mo answer 16 U2.3 

Are high ethical standards invariably followed by each 
of the following in carrying out their responsibilities 
to the public? 

s,s.c. Yes 56 65.? 
Ho 6 7.0 
Ho answer 23 27.1 

Large lire houses Tes m 65.9 Large lire houses 
80 7 8.2 
Mo answer 22 25.9 

Mutual funds fee kh 51.8 
Ho 13 15.3 
Mo answer 28 32.9 

Mated markets let 58 68.2 
No 5 5*9 
No answer 22 2$,9 

Small wire houses les 38 UU.7 
Ho 10 11.8 
No answer 37 U3.5 

Over-the-counter les 25 29.U 
market Mo 20 23.5 

Ho answer h0 U7.1 

il.n 



SeuScSt and ' Investment Iar©iS«a€ 
fcritlJ n . . . Ins^ trance Coffli >Sfflr , Com selor Others 

ft I x,,'.; S I , 4- j 
y w 

12 70,6 5 U5.5 11 73.3 13 68.1* 8 3U.8 
1 5*9 «Mt> <*» 1 6,7 it 21,1 1 U.3 
k 23.5 6 5k. 5 3 20.0 2 io,5 lit 60.9 

11 6U.7 2 18.2 13 86.6 . 31 57.9 9 3 9 a 
2 11.8 3 27.3 1 6.7 5 26,3 1* 17.1* 
h 23.5 6 514.5 1 6.7 3 15.8 10 1*3.5 

12 70.6 5 U5-5 12 80.0 17 89*5 13 56*5 
1 5.9 1 9.0 2 13.3 m m mm 
k 23.5 5 ¥ . 5 1 6.7 2 io .5 10 1*3.5 

8 U7.1 5 W.s 9 60.0 8 U2.1 9 39.1 
2 11,7 2 13.3 6 31.6 m- • » 

7 hl.2 5k. 5 k 26.7 5 26.3 1U 60,9 

12 70.6 5 1*5.5 10 66,7 lit 73.7 15 $5 #2 
- « w r l 9.0 2 13.3 3 15.8 • 

5 29»1} S 1*5.5 3 20,0 2 10,5 8 3 M 

12 70.6 6 51,5 11 73.U 12 63.2 15 • 65.2 
• • mm «*» 2 13.3 1* 21.0 1 1*.3 
5 291k 5 1*5.5 2 13.3 3 15.8 7 30.5 

31 6U.7 3 ! 27.3 8 53.3 11 57.9 11 1*7.8 
1 5.? 2 18.2 3 20.0 U 21.1 3 13.1 

2 9 . 1 * 6 5U.5 k 26.7 It a . o 9 39.1 

31 6U.7 7 63.6 11 73.U ii* 73.7 15 . 65.2 
M * m 2 13.3 2 10.5 1 U.3 
6 35.3 h 36 »k 2 13.3 3 15.8 7 30.5 

7 1*1,2 5 I k5.5 9 60.0 7 36.8 10 1*3.5 
urn « * 1 ! 9.0 2 13.3 5 26.3 2 8 ,7 

10 58.8 5 1 1*5.5 I* 26.7 7 36.9 11 1*7.8 

7 lil.2 l» | %.k 6 l*o,o t* 21,1 !* 17 .H 
2 11.8 1 1 9.1 3 20.0 10 52.6 i ^ l?,i* 
8 U7.0 6 1 5U.5 1 6 i fco.o 5 i 26.3 15 65.2 

•* I _ 



Questions fetal Questions 

„ t:. % ' 

Would you favor consolidating nil over-the-counter trading 
in a few large, auction type, regional exchanges? 

I## 11 12.9 
No $1 60,0 
No answer, or coroaent only 23 2?.l 

To whom would you refer the inexperienced investor for 
general investment advice? (check any or aH) 

Broker 33) 
Banker 31) 75.3 
Security salesmen 111) 
Advisory sendees 3*0 
Ho answer, or eoraaent only 21 2U.7 

life Insurance 

Are you in favor of buying life insurance fort 

Protection only ' 60 70.6 
Protection and investment 21 2U.7 
let in favor of buying life insurance «*. 

No answer* or comment only b Iu7 

What type or types ©f life insurance would you recommend*? 

fern M ) 
Ordinary life lil) 
Limited pay life •«) 78.8 
Endowment 5)' 
Annuity b) 
Bo answer, or cement only 18 21.2 

Under what circumstances would you buy life insurance 
for a child? 

Educational policy ! 30) 51.8 
Other reasons 20) 
Would not buy Mfe insurance for a child 2? A.x 
80 answer, or eoMseitt only 12 Ui.l 

<1 if 



Banke if "aSS "J' ' fwestSfiit ' 
Trust Ofrieer Insurance Comi 5any ' selor Others 

# , % |F~ .% Vi # ; • . * --

3 17-7 — «* 5 26.3 3 13.0 
10 58.8 7 63*6 12 8o.o 8 U2.1 60.9 
k 23*5 It 36 Ji 3 20.0 6 31.6 6 26.1 

73 U) 8) 8} 63 
10) 88,2 2} 51.5 6) 80.0 i*3 8U.2 93 ^ 65*2 
h) 2) 53 23 13 

^ 65*2 

7) 1} 
1*5.5 

1*3 103 12) 
2 11*8 5 1*5.5 3 20.0 3 15*8 3 3 M 

11 6U.7 6 5k.5 10 66.7 17 89.5 16 ,69*$ 
6 35.3 li 36.1* k 26 #6 2 10,5 5 • • 2L»7 

• 1 9.1 1 6.7 an# 

« • 

2 ; 
. 

8.7 

8) 53 113 133 i i ) 
?3 

6U.7 
8) 73 11) 8) 

m 6U.7 3) 90*9 23 100,0 13 78.9 •m t #:«6 
1) 2} '' 23. 
2) m m 13 13 
6 35*3 1 9*1 <•# j it 21.1 7 30*U 

8) 6U,7 7) 72.7 53 53.3 33 31.6 ; 73 , U7. 9 
33 1*3 53 h) W 
k 23.5 2 18.2 6 Uo.o 10 52.6 ! 7 30. U 
2 1 11.8 1 9.1 1 6.7 i 3 i 15.8 5 21.7 

*iLL 



LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

N O R T H T E X A S S T A T E C O L L E G E 

DENTON, TEXAS 

I am an instructor in the AFROTG program at North 
Texas State College, while at the same time I am pursuing 
the degree of Master of Business Administration which I 
expect to receive in January, 1954-. My major field of 
interest is finance and I also majored in finance during 
my undergraduate work at the University of Florida. 

I am asking your help for my thesis which is entitled 
"Private Beliefs of America's Financial Analysts — 1953•" 
Many people are interested in your opinions so the enclosed 
questionnaire was sent to two-hundred financial analysts 
throughout the United States and Canada. The analysts 
selected were chosen primarily by their leadership posi-
tions in the analysts societies and their firm affiliations. 
Your individual beliefs will be kept confidential. 

This questionnaire has limitations, for each of the 
subjects offers a field of study in itself. The questions 
were designed simply to sample your opinions on important 
issues as comprehensively as possible. Answering 'y0s o r 

"no" to several of the questions is most difficult but 
there is space for comment after each major subject. Please 
do not feel limited to the space allotted but write anywhere 
on the back or front of the questionnaire. 

In appreciation of your valuable time, I wish I could 
promise you a copy of the finished study but, this being 
impractical, I will promise you a mimeographed summary of 
the conclusions. I earnestly believe these findings will 
be of much interest to you. 

Enclosed is a self addressed envelope for your con-
venience. 

Sincerely yours, 

JOHN HANSEL JR. 
Captain USAF 

ili< 



Q U E S f l O i l A l H E 

For proper data classification, please furnish me with your primary affiliation: 

• Banking • Investment Company 
• Insurance • Merchandising 
• Investment Counselor • Trust Officer 
• Teaching Other 

GENERAL INVESTMENT OUTLOOK 

Present world conditions will eventually result in: 

• Full scale war • World peace 

• Continuation of cold war Other possibilities 

The outlook for business during the next 5 years is: 

• Excellent • Poor 
• Good Other 
• Fair 

The outlook for business during the lifetime of today's 25-year-old college graduate is: 

• Excellent • Poor 
• Good Other 
• Fair 

Please indicate whether you are bullish or bearish over the next 25 years: 

• Bullish • Bearish On common stock 
• Bullish • Bearish On Preferred stock 
• Bullish • Bearish On real estate 
• Bullish • Bearish On bonds 

Comments on general investment outlook 

INFLATION 

What do you anticipate during the next 2 - 5 years ? 

• Inflation 
• Stable prices 
• Deflation 

What do you anticipate during the next 5 - 2 5 years ? 

• Inflation 
• Stable prices 
• Deflation 

• Yes • No The government could effectively use its power to check serious inflation. 

• Yes • No The government could effectively use its power to check serious deflation. 

• Yes • No Is slight year by year inflation necessary for continuing prosperity in this country? 

Comments on inflation 
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NATIONAL DEBT 

• Yes • No Does the national debt threaten our solvency ? 
• Yes • No Is it desirable to liquidate this debt gradually? 
• Yes • No Will it be reduced substantially in the next 25 years ? 

BUSINESS DEBT 

• Yes • No Do you regard corporate long term debt as threatening? 
• Yes • No Can prosperity continue without this debt increasing? 

CONSUMER DEBT 

• Yes • No Has consumer debt reached serious proportions? 
• Yes • No Would you encourage an increase in this debt at present? 
• Yes • No Would you recommend a curtailment of this debt at present? 
• Yes • No Is the nation in danger because of the overall (national, business, consumer) 

debt situation ? 

Comments on debt 

LABOR 

The present labor situation is: 

• Satisfactory n Unsatisfactory • Dangerous to our economy 

What would you recommend for the Taft-Hartley Act? 

• No change • Modification • Repeal 

The present caliber of union leadership is: 

• Excellent • Good n Satisfactory • Fair • Poor 

Comments on labor 

FARM 

• Yes • No To control prices do you favor government regulation of farm production? 

• Yes • No Is the present price support program better than no support program? 

Comments on farm 
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REAL ESTATE 

• Yes • No Would you recommend purchasing a home in 1953? 

• Yes • No Would you say the average citizen tends to look toward real estate (other than 

his home) as his first investment? 

• Yes • No Would you advise investment in rental housing in 1953? 

% What would you consider a minimum net return on rental housing commensurate with the 

risk? 

• Yes • No Would you advise purchasing farm land in 1953 ? 

• Yes • No Have you ever invested in a Savings and Loan Association? 
Do you consider oil royalties: 

• Slightly speculative 
• Moderately speculative 
• Highly speculative 

Other 
What is your oil royalties ownership position' 

• I have owned some 
• I now own some 
• I might buy in the future 
• I would not buy 

Comments on real estate 

INVESTMENT TRUSTS 

What has been your experience with investment trusts? 

• I have owned shares 
• I now own shares 

• I have never owned shares 

• Yes • No I would recommend them to small investors. 

If you see merit in investment trusts, please check the primary reasons: 

• Past records of funds are favorable 
• Offer diversification 
• Offer savings plans 
• Valuable service to inexperienced investoror 
• Many types are available 

Other 
Comments on investment trusts 
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BONDS AND PREFERREDS 

Are you now recommending bonds for: 

• Short term holding 
• Medium term holding 
• Long term holding 
• Not recommended 

What types are recommended? 

What is your opinion regarding the future of good grade convertible bonds? 

• Promising 
• Fair 
• Weak 

• Yes • No Do you recommend the purchase of U. S. "E" bonds? 

• Yes • No Are you satisfied with the present interest rate on "E" bonds? 

% If not, what interest rate would you recommend ? 

What is your opinion of convertible preferred stock? 

• Good income investment 
• Good income and growth investment 
• Not recommended 

Do you now feel bullish on: 

• Convertible preferreds 
• Speculative preferreds 
• High grade non-callable preferreds 
• None of the above 

Comments on bonds and preferreds 
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COMMON STOCK 

• Yes • No Are you bullish on common stock through 1955? 

• Yes • No Would you recommend common stock for 20-year holding? 

% What do you estimate high grade commons will be worth in 20 years letting present 
prices equal 100% ? 

In which medium will a $1,000 present day investment provide the greatest overall return over the next 
20 years? 

• Bonds • Real estate 

• Insurance • Common stock 

In which medium will investors experience the greatest loss over the next 20 years? 

• Bonds • Real estate 
• Insurance • Common stock 

Over a lifetime of investing which medium is likely to provide the greatest safety of invested purchasing 
power of principal? 

• Bonds • Real estate 
• Insurance • Common stock 

Comments on common stock 

INVESTMENT PROGRAM 

In establishing a regular payment fund to provide a college education for a 6 year old son, which 
medium would you prefer? 

• Bonds • Mutual funds 
• Insurance • Common stock 
• Savings Other 
• Preferred stock 

Given a choice between investment in insurance or mutual funds, which would you prefer in establish-
ing an educational fund for a child? 

• Insurance • Mutual funds 

What action would you recommend for a service man going overseas ? 

• Monthly allotment to an open-end fund 
• Monthly allotment to a savings bank 

Other 

What industries do you now favor for a lifetime investment? 

What companies do you now favor for a lifetime investment ? 
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MARKETS 

Does the small investor pay and receive a fair price when trading in: 

• Yes • No Government bonds 
• Yes • No Unlisted bonds and utilities 
• Yes • No Mutual funds 
• Yes • No Listed stocks 
• Yes • No Other unlisted stocks 

Are high ethical standards invariably followed by each of the following in carrying out their responsi-
bilities to the public ? 

• Yes • No S.E.C. • Yes • No Listed markets 
• Yes • No Large wire houses • Yes • No Small wire houses 
• Yes • No Mutual funds • Yes • No Over-tiie-counter market 

• Yes • No Would you favor consolidating all over-the-counter trading in a few large, auc-
tion type, regional exchanges? 

To whom would you refer the inexperienced investor for general investment advice? (check any or aL 

• Broker • Advisory services 
• Banker Others 
• Security salesmen 

Comments on markets 

LIFE INSURANCE 

Are you in favor of buying life insurance for: 

• Protection only 
• Protection and investment 
• Not in favor of buying life insurance 

What type or types of life insurance would you recommend? 

• Term 
• Ordinary life 
• Limited pay life 
• Endowment 
• Annuity 

Others 

Under what circumstances would you buy life insurance for a child? 

• Education policy 
• Other reasons 
• Would not buy life insurance for a child 

Comments on life insurance 

If you sign your name to this questionnaire, it will be appreciated but your answers will be entirely con-
fidential whether-or-not you sign. 
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